City of Littleton

Littleton Center
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120

Meeting Agenda
Historical Preservation Board
Monday, December 19, 2016

6:30 PM

Council Chamber

Regular Meeting

1. Roll Call
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Minutes to be Approved
a.

ID# 16-274

Certification of the November 21, 2016 regular meeting minutes

4. Public Comment
Public Comment for General Business

5. General Business
a.

ID# 16-289

Request to Extend Two 2015 Main Street Historic District Grant Awards.

6. Public Hearing
a.

HPB
Resolution
02-2016

Resolution to approve a COA for new development at 2679 West Main
Street

Attachments:

Application to Join Main Street Historic District
Planning Board Resolution 15-2016
Application for COA
Letter of Intent
COA Plan Set
Architectural Materials Spec Cut Sheets

b.

HPB
Resolution
06-2016

Resolution Adopting a COA for 2670-2680 West Main Street

Attachments:

APPLICATION
DRAWINGS
1997 HISTORIC SURVEYS
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c.

Meeting Agenda

HPB
Resolution
07-2016

Resolution to Approve a COA for the Batschelet Building

Attachments:

1 - Cover Letter- Batsch_001

December 19, 2016

2 - Application - Batsch_001
3 - Checklist - Batschel_001
4 - 1997 Survey - Batsch_001
5 - PHOTOS - Batschelet Building
6 - Existing Conditions _001

7. Public Comment
Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items

8. Comments/Reports
a. Community Development Director/Staff
b. Chair/Members

9. Adjourn
The public is invited to attend all regular meetings or study sessions of the City Council or any City
Board or Commission. Please call 303-795-3780 at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the meeting if
you believe you will need special assistance or any reasonable accommodation in order to be in
attendance at or participate in any such meeting. For any additional information concerning City
meetings, please call the above referenced number.
MISSION STATEMENT: The Historical Preservation Board works to preserve the built environment
that gives a unique sense of place and identity to our community. Further, the Historical Preservation
Board encourages reinvestment and compatible growth which enhances Littleton’s economic vitality.
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City of Littleton

Littleton Center
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120

Staff Communication

File #: ID# 16-274, Version: 1
Agenda Date: 12/19/16
Subject:
Certification of the November 21, 2016 regular meeting minutes
Presented By:

Denise Ciernia, Recording Secretary

RECORDING SECRETARY’S CERTIFICATION:
I hereby certify that I have reviewed the video recording for the November 21, 2016 regular meeting of the
Littleton Historical Preservation Board and that the video recording is a full, complete, and accurate record of
the proceedings and there were no malfunctions in the video or audio functions of the recording.
PROPOSED MOTION:
I move to approve, based on the recording secretary’s certification, the November 21, 2016 video as the
minutes for the November 21, 2016 regular meeting of the Historical Preservation Board.
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City of Littleton

Littleton Center
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120

Staff Communication
File #: ID# 16-289, Version: 1
Agenda Date: December 19, 2016
Subject:
Request to Extend Two 2015 Main Street Historic District Grant Awards.
Presented By:

Dennis Swain, Senior Planner

BACKGROUND:
On July 20, 2015, the Historical Preservation Board awarded four Main Street Historic District grants. Those
grants included:
1) Historic Duplex

$11,000 to replace the cedar shake siding on the second floor

2) Weston Masonic Lodge

$20,000 to tuck point the south side of the lodge

3) Thomas Building

$8,000 to replace the main feed electrical wiring

4) Littleton Electric

$11,000 to replace the flat roof with a tapered roof

Of the four projects, those for the Weston Masonic Lodge and for the Littleton Electric building have been
completed and, using funds from the Main Street Historic District Grant program, the owners have been
reimbursed for a total of $30,320 in construction costs,
The other two projects have not yet been completed due to a combination of difficulties hiring contractors,
getting those contractors to complete the work, and complications with permitting. The incomplete projects are
for the Historic Duplex and the Thomas Building. The grant awards for these projects are $11,000 and $8,000,
respectively, for a total of $19,000.
The invitation brochures for both the 2015 and 2016 grant programs contain the following language:
“Projects are to be completed within twelve (12) months of the award. Extensions may be approved by the board when there
are compelling circumstances “

STAFF ANALYSIS:
Both property owners who have been unable to complete their projects have had difficulty finding contractors
willing to respond to inquiries regarding their projects, visit the site, or agree to accept what are relatively
small jobs in what continues to be an extremely active construction market. Both property owners have been
good about checking in regarding the status of their projects and the difficulties and delays they have
experienced. Despite these difficulties, both property owners have continued to pursue contractors and have
made significant progress. In both cases, an extension promises to allow the completion of these projects.
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File #: ID# 16-289, Version: 1
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of an extension of both grant awards until March 31, 2017.

PROPOSED MOTION:
Due to compelling circumstances, I move to approve the extension of two awards from the 2015 Main Street
Grant Program until March 31, 2017. These awards are 1) the award of $11,000 for replacing the cedar shake
siding on the Historic Duplex at 2681 West Alamo and 2) the award of $8,000 for replacing the old main feed
electrical wiring for the Thomas Building at 2400 West Main Street.
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City of Littleton

Littleton Center
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120

Staff Communication
File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1

Agenda Date: December 19, 2016
Subject:
Resolution to approve a COA for new development at 2679 West Main Street
Presented By:

Andrea Mimnaugh, AICP, Planning Manager

APPLICATION SUMMARY:
Project Name:

Littleton Mixed Use

Application Type:

Certificate of Historic Appropriateness (COA)

Location:

2679 W. Main Street

Current Use:

Vacant

Proposed Use:

New 4-story, 41,691 sq.ft. building for retail, office and residential uses.

Zoning:

B-2 (Community Business District) with a Planned Development Overlay

Historic District:

Main Street Historic District

Applicant/
Owner:

Jon Benallo, 2679 Main Street Partners, L.L.C.

Staff
Recommendation:

Approval

BACKGROUND:
The applicant, Jon Benallo, of 2679 Main Street Partners, L.L.C., recently purchased the property formerly
occupied by Valley Feed, at 2679 West Main Street, and is proposing to redevelop the site with a 41,691 square
foot , four-story retail, office and residential mixed-use project that includes a storefront along Main Street and
grade-level parking under and adjacent to the building. The property was recently included in the Main Street
Historic District.
Per Title 4, Chapter 6 of the Littleton Code, all COA requests shall be heard before the Historical Preservation
Board for official determination.
City of Littleton
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File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The color rendering in Figure 1 is the applicant’s depiction of the proposed structure. Additional renderings, the plan set
and information on proposed materials are provided in the attachments to this report. The applicant proposes a four-story,
mixed-use building to include ground floor retail and office, second and third story offices uses, and fourth floor
residential apartments.
The proposed building is placed at the property line at Main Street. The façade of the first two stories is brick with main
entrance and storefront design at street level and historically proportioned windows at the second story; the third and
fourth stories are stepped back from the façade. A cedar canopy is a prominent design element of the third story and a
vertical feature, which houses the elevator shaft towards the front of the building, extends above the roofline.

A variety of building materials are proposed, including precast cement base at street level, brick at the first and
second stories, decorative metal shingles at the third story and cement board
siding at the residential fourth story. The height of the building is proposed at 53.5 feet with an elevator shaft
near the front of the building at 54.5 feet and stairwell at the rear of the building reaching 61 feet.
Ingress and egress to the site is off of Main Street. Sixty-four onsite surface parking spaces are located on the west side of
the building and tucked under the second story. Open space and landscaping is located primarily along the east, north and
west perimeters of the site and internal to the parking lot.

Figure 1.
Color rendering of the proposed Littleton Mixed Use Building, provided
by the applicant.
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File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1

LOCATION AND CONTEXT:

Figure 2.
Vicinity Map
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File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1

Figure 3.
Street View of 2600 Block of W. Main Street

Figure 4.
2679 W. Main Street after the demolition of the Valley Feed
structure, with the Bradford Autobody in the background.
As shown in the map in Figure 2, the Littleton Mixed Use project is located on the westernmost block of Main
Street, between Bradford Autobody, a hair salon and the Melting Pot Restaurant (Carnegie Library). In Figure
3, the subject property is shown within the context of the 2600 block of West Main Street, prior to the
demolition of the Valley Feed store structure, and in Figure 4, the property is shown how it exists following the
demolition of the Valley Feed store.
MAIN STREET HISTORIC DISTRICT:
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File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1

Figure 5.
Subject property, 2679 W. Main Street, has been included in the
Main Street Historic District.
The subject property was included in the Main Street historic district on December 9, 2016 as a noncontributing property. The Main Street historic district is an opt-in district, meaning that a property may be
included in the district at the property owner’s discretion. Once a property is included in the historic district, it
cannot be opted-out; i.e., inclusion of property into a historic district is considered permanent under the historic
preservation code.
The process for inclusion of property in the Main Street historic district is for a property owner to submit an
City of Littleton
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File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1
application for inclusion to the director of community development. Under section 4-6-5 of the historic
preservation code, any property within the established “opt-in boundary” of the district (refer to the map in
Figure 3) may be included: “Any owner of property within the opt in boundary may apply with the director to
be included in the Main Street historic district and upon receipt of such application, the director shall include
such property in the Main Street historic district and shall designate such property as a contributing property or
a noncontributing property.” The former Valley Feed store structure on the property was demolished prior to
the inclusion of the property into the historic district, hence, the non-contributing designation of the property.
Inclusion of vacant property within the opt-in boundary into the Main Street historic district is supported by
section 4-6-2(B) of the historic preservation code, Declaration of Policy and Purpose:
“(B) The purpose of this chapter is to promote the public health, safety and welfare through:
1. The protection, enhancement, perpetuation and use of buildings, structures, sites and areas that are reminders
of past eras, events and persons important in local, state or national history, or which provide significant
examples of architectural styles of the past, or which are unique and irreplaceable assets to the city and its
neighborhoods, or which provide for this and future generations examples of the physical surroundings in
which past generations lived;
2. The development and maintenance of appropriate settings and environments for such buildings and
structures, and in such sites and areas;”
Consistent with Section 4-6-2(B)2, the inclusion of vacant land in an historic district and the resulting addition
of historical preservation board review of new development help to develop and maintain an appropriate setting
and environment for the historic buildings and structures in the district.
A certificate of historic appropriateness (COA) is required for any new structure within the historic district, per
section 4-6-16 of the historic preservation code. The map in Figure 3 shows the location of the subject property
within the Main Street historic district.

PROCESS:
Approval of a certificate of historic appropriateness is one of four planning approvals required by the city
before a building permit can be issued for the proposed development. The required approvals are as follows:
Planned Development Overlay Application (PDO)
· Purpose: establishes zoning requirements and compatibility with applicable design guidelines in
accordance with section 10-9 of the zoning code.
· Approved by Planning Board (now Planning Commission) on August 22, 2016 with a condition that the
property be included in the Main Street Historic District (PB Reso 15-2016 is attached).
Inclusion in Main Street Historic District
City of Littleton
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·
Ø
·
·

Approved by the Community Development Director in accordance with section 4-6-5 of the historic
preservation code on December 9, 2016
Certificate of Historic Appropriateness (COA)
Purpose: establishes compliance with COA criteria and conformance with applicable adopted design
guidelines
Approval by Historical Preservation Board (HPB)

Site Development Plan (SDP)
· Purpose: establishes compliance with applicable city regulations, including but not limited to zoning,
landscaping, drainage, utility design, transportation and conformance with the PDO and COA.
· Administrative approval
PDO Approval
Prior to including the property in the Main Street Historic District, the applicant submitted a PDO application to
the city requesting variations in zoning requirements and deviations from the Littleton Downtown Design
Standards and Guidelines. Through the PDO process, such requests can be approved in exchange for creative,
high quality design. Following a public hearing at its August 22, 2016 meeting, planning board (now planning
commission) approved the PDO with the condition that the property must join the Main Street Historic District.
The specifics of the PDO approval are as follows:
Table 1.
PDO Zoning Approvals
Zoning and Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines Approvals for
the Littleton Mixed Use PDO
Zoning
Parking Spaces Required

50 percent reduction for all uses except residential

Parking Stall Dimensions

Reduction in parking stall length from 20-feet to 18feet

Unobstructed Open Space for Overall
Property

Reduced from 20 percent to 12 percent

Unobstructed Open Space Along Street
Frontage

Reduced from 10 percent to 2.4 percent

Littleton Downtown Design Standards
Upper floor setbacks: deviation from the
standard requiring a maximum of 25
percent visibility of upper-story building
setbacks (Standard #5.3.1.s2)

Stair and elevator corridors and associated lobby areas
may be located within 12’ of the Main Street right-ofway, 25 foot maximum width along right-of-way.
Exterior balcony canopies that front the Main Street
right-of-way may encroach into the 25 percent allowed
visible area of the floor above.

Parking lot location: deviation from the
standard requiring parking lots to be located
at the rear of the buildings (Standard
#5.2.3.s3)

Up to 60 feet of the 125-foot frontage along Main
Street may be used for parking and driveway access,
provided that adequate screening between the sidewalk
and the parking lot is provided on site.

All other design standards:

Planning Board found that all other design standards
Page 7 of 25
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#5.2.3.s3)
and the parking lot is provided on site.
All other design standards:

Planning Board found that all other design standards
were met.

Planning Board Resolution #15-2016
The Planning Board found that all criteria for a planned development overlay
application were met for the Littleton Mixed Use PDO (#PDO16-0001) and approved
the application with the following condition: [T]hat the applicant join the Main Street
Historic District and get approval from the [historic preservation] board for their design.
PB Resolution #15-2016 is an attachment to this report.

The PDO and the COA review processes differ in perspective and purview, but both processes encompass the
Littleton Downtown Design Guidelines as a component of the review; as such, design standards found to be
met under the PDO review may be revisited during the COA review and may result in a different outcome.
On December 6th and 7th, 2016, the property owner demolished the buildings formerly on the site and
submitted an application to have the property included in the Main Street Historic District. The property is now
in the Main Street Historic District and a certificate of historic appropriateness (COA) proposal is being
presented to HPB.
STAFF ANALYSIS:
Certificate of Historic Appropriateness:
Section 4-6-14(C) Criteria for Certificate of Historic Appropriateness: The board shall issue a certificate
of historic appropriateness for any proposed work on a historic landmark or any property in a historic
district when the following criteria are met:
1. The proposed work would not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or
landscape feature which contributes to its original historic designation.
The structures on this property had been demolished and the site cleared prior to the property coming into
the district. Thus, this criterion is not applicable to the application.
2.

The proposed work is in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines.
The Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines, Subarea #5, Main Street, are applicable to this
application. The proposed Littleton Mixed Use building appears to be in compliance with the Design
Standards, and thus, this criterion. An analysis is provided in the following section of this report.

3. The board must find the proposed work visually compatible with designated historic structures
located on the property in terms of design, finish, materials, scale, mass and height.
There are no other designated historic structures located on the property. This criterion is not applicable to
the application.
4. When the subject site is within a historic district, the board must find that the proposed work is
visually compatible with the development on adjacent properties. In this section, the term
“compatible” shall mean consistent with, harmonious with, and/or enhances the mixture of
complementary architectural styles either of the architecture of an individual structure or the
character of the surrounding structures.
The architectural mix within the four-block Main Street includes a range of commercial styles that span 70
City of Littleton
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File #: HPB Resolution 02-2016, Version: 1
The architectural mix within the four-block Main Street includes a range of commercial styles that span 70
years of development between 1880 and 1950. The inner-two blocks of the district, between South Prince
Street and Curtice Street, are lined with one and two story buildings built primarily in the early 20th century
commercial style, but also several buildings built 1940-50’s era modern architectural styles.
On the outer-two blocks of the district, there is less conformity in terms of architectural style and building
size. The western-most block of Main Street includes the 1920’s Bussard Building, which reflects auto
dealership construction of the early twentieth century, the Carnegie Library, that is designed in the Italian
Renaissance Revival/Beaux Arts architectural style, and buildings that have been altered from their original
architectural style, including the Main Street Centre, Bradford Autobody, Blue Ribbon Stables and the
multi-tenant building that includes Penny Robin Dancewear. Moreover, several buildings on this block are
larger in size, including Bradford Autobody and the multi-tenant building on the southwest corner of Main
and Curtice streets that includes the Penny Robin store.
The eclectic mix of buildings is what gives Main Street its own unique character, yet there are common
elements as well: most buildings can be characterized simple, straight-forward and having unassuming
architecture and materials. Salient architectural features include rectangular storefront windows, recessed
entrances, second story double-hung windows, cornices and brick construction. Carnegie Library and Town
Hall, designed by renowned Colorado architect JJB Benedict in 1916 and 1920, respectively, are notable
exceptions to this rule. These former public buildings feature arches and ornamentation.
The proposed Littleton Mixed Use building is adjacent to one property within the opt-in Main Street
Historic District-the Carnegie Library, located at the western end of Main Street (the buildings share a
property line at the far end of each property). The requirement for new buildings to be “visually
compatible” with development on adjacent properties within the district, per the criterion, can be addressed
in several ways, including that the new building “enhances the mixture of complementary architectural
styles of surrounding structures.” With this option, the proposed Littleton Mixed Use Building would
complement the prevalent existing historic character of the western-most block of Main Street in the
following ways: it will be built out to the property line on Main Street, the main entrance is located on
Main Street, it includes a storefront design, the building setback at the upper stories, is broken down into
smaller parts so as to replicate the smaller building sizes typical along the street and it will have a masonry
exterior. Smaller scale details, such as recessed windows and signage are also consistent with the character
of the Main Street Historic District.
At 41,641 square foot in size and up to 61 feet in height, the proposed Littleton Mixed Use building would
be one of the largest buildings on Main Street, but includes design elements that appear to make it visually
compatible with the mixture of complementary architectural styles of surrounding structures.
This criterion appears to be met.
Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines, SubArea #5, Main Street
The applicable adopted design guidelines for this property are the Littleton Downtown Design Standards and
Guidelines, SubArea #5, Main Street. Per section 4-6-14(C) of the historic preservation code, a COA shall be
“obtained in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines.”
Using the design standards, city staff and the city’s consulting architects reviewed the application for this
project against all applicable standards. The consulting architects’ comments are incorporated into this report.
City of Littleton
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Overview of Applicable Design Standards
Following is an overview of applicable design standards for this project and the staff analysis for each category
of standards:
Table 1
Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines, Subarea #5 - Main Street
Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines, Subarea #5 - Main Street Applicable Standards
Review Category

Staff Analysis

5.2 Urban Design/Site Plan
5.2.1 Building and use orientation-4 standards

Appears to meet standards

5.2.2 Pedestrian and vehicular access-6 standards

Appears to meet standards

5.2.3 Parking lots and garage locations-4 standards. Appears to meet
requirements for requested
deviation for parking lot
location.
5.2.4 Service area, trash enclosures, utility and mechanical
Appears
equipment
to meet standard
locations-1 standard
5.2.5 On-site open space provision and location-1 standard
Appears to meet standard
5.3 Architecture
5.3.1 Building scale, form, massing and character-4 standards
Appears to meet standards
5.3.2 Building materials-3 standards

Appears to meet standards

5.3.4 Building lighting-2 standards

Compliance with these
standards is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
application.

5.3.5 Roof-top design and mechanical equipment screening-4
Compliance
standards
with these
standards is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
application.
5.4 Landscape Architecture
5.4.1 Open space on private property-4 standards

Appears to meet standards

5.4.2 Parking areas-2 standards

Compliance with the
standard on parking lot
screening is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
application.

5.4.3 Site distance triangles

Compliance with these
standards is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
Page 10 of 25
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application.
5.4.3 Site distance triangles

Compliance with these
standards is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
application.

5.4.5 Screening, walls and fencing standards-5 standards
Compliance
Note: trash
with these
receptacles, utility boxes to be screened by walls or solid
standards
fence.isUtility
a condition of
boxes-only need screening as viewed from ROW. Trash-1
approval
ft heigher
of the COA
than the
and
trash receptacle.
must be met with the SDP
application.
5.4.7 Site lighting/parking lot lighting

Compliance with this
standard is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
application.

5.4.8 Paving materials-2 standards

Compliance with these
standards is a condition of
approval of the COA and
must be met with the SDP
application.

5.4.9 Landscape materials, xeriscaping, irrigation andCompliance
maintenancewith standard
is a condition of approval of
the COA and must be met
with the SDP application.
5.5

Signs

5.5 Signage

A separate COA application
for signage is required.

Complete Analysis of Applicable Design Standards
5.2 Urban Design/Site Plan
5.2.1 Building and Use Orientation Standards
5.2.1.s1 The ground floors of building frontages shall be primarily occupied by pedestrian
active uses.
5.2.1.s2 Building frontages shall be located on the street right-of-way or aligned with the
face of an existing historic building.
5.2.1.s3 Facades that face Main Street shall be designed to be the primary façade. Including
such components as:
• High quality materials;
City of Littleton
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• Large windows and entries;
• Highest level of design and details.
5.2.1.s4 For corner buildings at the intersection of two or more streets, all street-facing
facades shall be designed to be primary facades and to be architecturally interrelated.
The north block-face of the 2600 block of West Main Street includes four existing properties. As shown
in the location map (Figure 1), two properties, the adjacent Bradford Autobody and the Main Street
Centre buildings, are setback from Main Street. However, neither of these properties are currently
identified as “contributing” buildings to the Main Street Historic District. Under Standard 5.2.1.s2,
buildings shall be located on the street right-of-way or aligned with the face of an existing historic
building. Since the Bradford Autobody and Main Street Centre buildings are not considered
contributing historic buildings, the building frontage for the proposed Littleton Mixed Use building
shall be at the Main Street right-of-way line.
The ground floor of building frontage along Main Street is designed to provide the main entrance to the
building and 2-3 retail or bank businesses, each with its own access from Main Street. As such, the
proposed ground floor design should generate pedestrian activity along the 2600 block of West Main
Street.
The storefront along Main Street is intended as the primary façade of the building and incorporates high
quality materials, including architectural precast concrete panels at the base of the building, a bronze
aluminum storefront system, decorative columns utilizing two colors of brick, aluminum sun louvers at
the top of the storefront and architectural precast concrete decorative medallions.
Windows are appropriately sized for the mass and scale of the building and appear sufficient in size.
The above standards appear to be met with this application.
5.2.2 Pedestrian and Vehicular Access Standards
5.2.2.s1 In general, ground floor commercial uses with exterior exposure shall each have an
individual public entry directly located on the public sidewalk along the street. A public
entry not directly on the street or public open space shall not eliminate an entry that
otherwise would be on the street.
5.2.2.s2 Sidewalks shall be uninterrupted by curb cuts and driveways as much as possible in
order to improve and support Main Street as a walkable street.
5.2.2s3 The number and width of driveways and curb cuts shall be minimized to reduce the
overall impact of vehicular access across a sidewalk.
5.2.2.s4 Driveways and ramps to underground parking shall be perpendicular or generally
perpendicular to the street.
5.2.2.s5 Driveways located across sidewalks shall maintain at least a six feet wide portion of
the sidewalk at a maximum slope of 3 percent.
City of Littleton
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5.2.2.s6 Recessed entries shall be allowed if they are relatively shallow in depth (A), but
shall not be allowed if deep enough to form an arcade (C) or large entry vestibule (B). (See
illustration 5.2.2.s6.)
The ground floor commercial uses with exterior exposure each has an individual public entry directly
located on the public sidewalk along Main Street. The building has a clearly identifiable front door that
faces Main Street. The main entry is wider and deeper than the entries for the ground floor retail and
has a more prominent sign. The applicant has worked with city staff on recessed entrances as a
mechanism for delineating individual storefronts and strengthening the rhythm of the façade. The street
-level entrance to the upper floors opens to both the Main Street sidewalk and to the interior parking.
Although the proposed project has a two-way driveway that crosses the sidewalk on the north side of
Main Street and has a curb cut associated with that driveway, the driveway and curb cut are necessities
because the site is not serviced by an alley. The proposed project limits driveways and curb cuts to one
and the applicant has worked with the Public Works Department to meet city engineering standards and
to provide the width of driveway and curb cut that balances the needs and safety of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic.
The above standards appear to be met with this application.
5.2.3

Parking Lot and Garage Location Standards
5.2.3.s1 Surface parking shall not be located between the front, street-facing, facade of the
building and the street.
5.2.3.s2 Where minor additions are proposed for buildings (less than, cumulatively, 25% of
the existing building’s gross floor area) and which have an existing parking lot between the
facade and the street, such parking lots may remain but shall not be expanded. If the
proposed addition is, cumulatively, over 25% of the existing building gross floor area, the
new addition must occur on or very close to the street right-of-way.
5.2.3.s1 Parking lots serving Main Street buildings shall be located at the rear of buildings.
Side parking lots shall be avoided along Main Street in order to maintain the continuity of
the building frontages along the street.
5.2.3s4 Rear parking lots shall be connected to Main Street by pedestrian passages between
the building and/or by side street sidewalks. Pedestrian passages may be enclosed if they are
highly transparent and obvious to the street.
5.2.3.s5 Any parking structure that adjoins Main Street or its intersecting streets shall
provide ground floor pedestrian-active space wherever it adjoins Main Street and for the
majority of its frontage along an intersecting street.
5.2.3.s6 Where no pedestrian active uses may occur at the ground level, (for example, a
portion of the ground level along an intersecting street), the majority of the parking
structure’s ground floor façade shall conceal the structure’s interior, other than at the
vehicular access points.

The proposed site layout does not meet Standard 5.2.3.s1 in that there is a vehicular access from Main
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The proposed site layout does not meet Standard 5.2.3.s1 in that there is a vehicular access from Main
Street and an onsite parking lot located at the side and rear of the property. However, section 8.15 of the
Design Standards and Guidelines allows for deviations from design standards when unique site factors
exist and when an alternative can achieve the stated intent. The site is unique in that it has no
opportunity to take access from side streets, forcing parking lot access to be directly from Main Street.
In response to the limitations of the site, the applicant has provided a site wall that screens the parking
from Main Street using material from the building creating the continuity desired in the standard.
The proposed building comes up to and is parallel to the sidewalk and does not have parking between it
and the sidewalk. The project provides surface parking both under the rear and to the west of the
building. Contrary to Standard 5.2.3.s1, which states: “Side parking lots shall be avoided along Main
Street in order to maintain the continuity of the building frontages along the street,” The west portion of
the surface parking is a side parking lot that extends to the sidewalk. The parking lot extends for 60’ of
the 150’ street frontage. The parking lot is separated from the sidewalk by a three-foot brick wall and
planting area, providing a pedestrian-friendly and visually pleasing appearance to the West 2600 block
of Main Street.
The above standards appear to be met with this application.
5.2.4

Service Areas, Trash Enclosures, Utility And Mechanical Equipment Location Standards
5.2.4.s1 Utility appurtenances shall be located behind the sidewalk and out of the sidewalk
amenity zone (the zone between the curb and the clear walking area of the sidewalk where
street trees, street and pedestrian lights and street furniture are located) wherever
possible. Where they must be in the amenity zone, such equipment shall be centered on the
tree line and aligned with but no closer than 42 inches from the face of curb. This includes
switch boxes, telephone pedestals, transformers, meters, irrigation and similar equipment.
5.2.4.s2 Service areas and refuse storage areas shall not front onto Main Street. Such areas
should be located in the alley.
The Xcel transformer cabinet and meter are located in the southwest edge of the parking lot.
There is not an alley; instead, the trash enclosure is located at the rear of the property, within the
parking lot. It is enclosed and has a swing gate.
The above standards appear to be met with this application.

5.2.5 On-Site Open Space Provision And Location Standards
5.2.5.s1 Along Main Street front setbacks shall not be allowed unless determined necessary
to align with adjacent historic buildings.
The proposed building does not have a front setback; it extends to the sidewalk. There are two buildings
on the block face that have significant front setbacks; however, they are not considered contributing
historic buildings. If these properties are redeveloped, it is anticipated that any new structure will also
be brought to the sidewalk.
The above standard appears to be met with this application.
City of Littleton
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5.3 Architecture
5.3.1 Building Scale, Form, Massing And Character Standards
5.3.1.s1 Buildings shall be designed to provide human scale, interest and variety while
maintaining an overall sense of relationship with adjoining or nearby buildings.
Examples of techniques that meet this objective are:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Variation in the building form such as recessed or projecting bays;
Expression of architectural or structural modules and detail;
Diversity of window size, shape or patterns that relate to interior functions;
Emphasis of building entries through projecting or recessed forms, detail, color or
materials;
Variations of material, material modules, expressed joints and details, surface
relief, color and texture to scale;
Tighter, more frequent rhythm of column/bay spacing, subdividing the building
facade into smaller, more human scaled elements.

5.3.1.s2 Proposed buildings adjoining Main Street that are higher than two stories shall
step back their upper story or stories so that only 25 percent or less of the upper floor(s) is
visible to pedestrian view from the center of the sidewalk directly across the street from the
project. This setback may be waived for special corner forms, architectural emphasis at
street intersections, or improvement in material qualities.
5.3.1.s3 New buildings and additions shall possess an architectural character that respects
the traditional design principles of historic buildings along Main Street. Such principles are:
·

·
·
·

The building facade should generally have three vertical divisions: ‘bases’, ‘middles’
and ‘tops’. In buildings of two stories or less in height, the ‘top’ may be comprised of
an architectural ‘cap’ or cornice rather than the articulation of an entire floor of
habitable space. No ‘middle’ occurs in one-story buildings.
Each ‘base’ should be composed of the first floor or possibly the first two floors of
the building.
Each ‘base’ in its entirety should be designed to give the appearance of greater
height than any single floor of the middle.
The architectural treatment of the ‘top’ should be designed to create a sense of
distinctly completing or terminating the building facade. This architectural
completion may be accomplished by such strategies as: providing a projecting cornice
or cap, change in the window rhythm, change in apparent floor height, setback, use of
other materials, or a combination of these elements.

5.3.1.s4 Primary building facades shall include some elements that provide a change in
plane that creates interest through the interplay of light and shadow. Examples of such
elements are:
City of Littleton
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·
·
·
·
·

Recessed windows, at least 3 inches;
Recessed entries and doors;
Projecting sills;
Projecting pilasters, columns, bays;
Projecting cornices, roofs

The proposed building maintains the prevailing commercial storefront character, human scale, interest,
and variation with its use of a two story base; simple flat-roofed forms; wall planes parallel to the street;
individual storefronts that follow the prevailing module; inset, transparent glass storefronts; and doors
to each storefront.
Above the first two stories, the building steps back to a third and fourth story. The upper floors and the
sides and rear of the building vary the materials and windows. The proposed building provides a varied
skyline with its set-back third and fourth story and a service tower element at its southeast corner.
Standard 5.3.1.s2 states: “Proposed buildings adjoining Main Street that are higher than two stories
shall step back their upper story or stories so that only 25 percent or less of the upper floor(s) is visible
to pedestrian view from the center of the sidewalk directly across the street from the project. This
setback may be waived for special corner forms, architectural emphasis at street intersections, or
improvement in material qualities.”
The standard for 25% of the upper floor being visible is not met, but the setback requirement may be
waived due to architectural emphasis and improvement in material qualities. While the building does
step back the third and fourth floor stories, the proposed building includes a third story canopy along the
front façade and a vertical element (shaft) that exceeds the maximum allowance of 25 percent visibility
from the sidewalk directly across Main Street.
Both elements are integrated into the architectural design of the overall building. The use of cedar for
the canopy and metal wall shingles for the vertical element, as shown in the plan set, provides high-end
finishes and constitutes an improvement in material quality for the overall building. Therefore, a waiver
from the standard for upper-floor setback may be justified.
The proposed design creates an architectural character that respects the traditional design principles of
historic buildings along Main Street by providing:
·
·
·
·

A building facade with three vertical divisions: ‘base’, ‘middle’ and ‘top’.
A ‘base’ composed of the first two floors of the building.
A ‘base’ that in its entirety is designed to give the appearance of greater height than any single
floor of the middle.
An architectural treatment of the ‘top’ that creates a sense of distinctly completing or
terminating the building facade. This architectural completion is accomplished by providing a
change in the window rhythm, change in apparent floor height, setback, and use of other materials.

The front façade of the proposed Littleton Mixed Use building include elements that provide a change
in plane, as required per Standard 5.3.1.s4 by the inclusion of a canopy at the third story that projects
over the second story patio, and by the design of the primary entrance to the building, which is recessed
from the front façade.
City of Littleton
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The above standards appear to be met with this application.
5.3.2 Building Materials Standards
5.3.2.s1 The great majority if not all of the facade facing Main Street and, for corner
buildings, the façade along an intersecting street (not including windows, doors and their
framing systems), shall be composed of modular brick.
5.3.2.s2 Highly transparent glass shall be provided in all windows and storefronts.
5.3.2.s3 EIFS (Exterior Insulating Finish System) shall not be used as a façade material on
any building within the historic district and/or any building located along Main Street.
However, a one or two coat ‘hard coat’ stucco system with a synthetic finish (typically 100
percent acrylic based coating) is acceptable.
All façades will be finished with modular brick. Other wall materials will include architectural precast
concrete panels, cement board siding with reveals, and clear-sealed cedar. Sheet metal will be used for
sun visors, eye brows, and metal wall shingles. Painted aluminum will be used for window frames,
door frames, balcony railings, and hardware. No EIFS is included in the list of materials. The glass in
all windows and storefronts will be highly transparent glass.
The above standards appear to be met with this application.
5.3.4

Building Lighting Standards
5.3.4.s1 Primary building entries shall be externally lit so as to promote a more secure environment at the
door, emphasize the primary point of entry into the building and provide sufficient lighting for efficient access
into the building.
5.3.4.s2 Entry lighting shall complement the building’s architecture. Standard security lighting shall be
allowed.
Lighting details have not been provided with the COA application. A condition of approval has been added to the
board’s suggested motion at the end of this report that lighting and other details will be reviewed with the SDP
application for compliance with these standards.

5.3.5 Roof-Top Design and Mechanical Equipment Screening Standards
5.3.5.s1 All roof mounted mechanical and electrical equipment, communication antennae or dishes shall be
enclosed, screened, or set back from view from a public street.
5.3.5.s2 Unscreened rooftop equipment shall be setback from a front façade so that it is not visible to
pedestrian view from the center of the sidewalk directly across the street from the screened equipment.
5.3.5.s3 Mechanical equipment screening material shall be opaque, and be compatible in color, and texture
with the building.
5.3.5.s4 Mechanical equipment screening shall be at least 6 inches higher than all portions of the equipment
to be screened except an occasional flue or vent.
The roof has a one foot high parapet wall on all sides and all mechanical equipment is shown as set back from all sides of the
building. Given the height of the building, the parapet, and the setbacks, it appears as though the rooftop mechanical
equipment will not be visible to pedestrian view. Further details on all mechanical equipment will be requested by staff as
City of Littleton
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equipment will not be visible to pedestrian view. Further details on all mechanical equipment will be requested by staff as
part of the SDP application and will be reviewed by staff for compliance with these standards. A condition of approval has
been added to the board’s suggested motion at the end of this report that mechanical equipment screening will be reviewed
with the SDP application for compliance with these standards.
5.4 Landscape Architecture
The landscape architecture section of this document references the City of Littleton Landscape Design Criteria Manual (here
in referred to as the Landscape Manual) and Chapter 15, Lighting Requirements, City of Littleton, Title 10 of the Municipal
Code. Quantity, quality, size, and type of plant materials required are identified in the Landscape Manual. Where the
quantity, size, or type of plant material is given in these guidelines, the guidelines supersede the Landscape manual.

5.4.1 Open Space on Private Property Standards
5.4.1.s1 Public and private open space shall be attractively landscaped with a variety of
plant materials and hard surfaces.
5.4.1.s2 All areas of the site not covered by buildings, structures, parking areas, service
areas, walks and bikeways, plazas and other impervious surfaced functional areas, shall
receive landscaping.
5.4.1.s3 Where a front setback area occurs between a building frontage and a street right-of
- way, it shall be designed to extend the pedestrian amenities of the street, such as increased
walkway widths, areas for outdoor café/restaurant seating, increased sidewalk widths to
allow window shopping out of the stream of pedestrian traffic and space for the temporary
display of a retailer’s goods.
5.4.1.s4 Where a side setback area occurs, it shall be designed as a passageway, or
contribute to a paved driveway or alley.
While the building does not have a front landscaped setback, the side of the lot contributes to a paved
driveway and surface parking lot with landscaping. All areas not covered by parking areas and walks
are shown as landscaped. Landscaping within the parking lot include a variety of trees and shrubs,
including the following species: honey locust, linden and pear trees; privit and juniper shrubs.
The above standards appear to be met with this application.
5.4.2 Parking Areas Standards
5.4.2.s1 Coverage: At least 5 percent of the interior area of a parking lot, including the area
for parking lot screening (see 5.4.2.s4) shall be landscaped if the lot contains fifteen (15) or
more spaces. This requirement shall be counted toward the unobstructed open space
requirements of each zone district. At least 75 percent of the required landscaped area shall
include living plant material. (This 75 percent living plant material coverage requirement
shall be met within three years of planting.)
5.4.2.s2 Larger parking lots containing 50 or more parking spaces shall be shaped and/or
landscaped to reduce their scale and overall impact by at least one of the following
approaches; 1) increasing the interior parking lot landscaping requirement to a minimum of
City of Littleton
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10 percent of the parking lot area, excluding areas used for parking lot screening; 2) in
addition to the requirement for at least 5 percent of the parking lot interior to be
landscaped, dividing the parking lot into visual segments by either breaking the lot up into
visually separate lots with at least a 20 foot wide landscaped zone between them (these lots
can be interconnected) so long as they appear separate when viewed from the street, or by
creating divisions internal to the parking lot that visually divide it into segments through the
provision of at least a 10 foot wide landscape zone running the length of, at most, every third
double-sided parking row. All landscaped areas that divide parking lots shall include shade
trees at a maximum spacing of 30 feet on center. Additional shade trees shall also be
provided in any increased landscaping percentage requirement.
5.4.2.s3 Islands: Landscaped parking lot islands shall be delineated by a clear physical
barrier, such as concrete or cut stone curbs to protect the plant material from vehicular
damage. Landscape timbers are not acceptable in this subarea. All islands shall be irrigated
in conformance with the Landscape Manual.
The islands shall be a minimum of eight feet in width and 120 square feet in area to allow
adequate space for tree roots. The use of turf is discouraged on islands unless they are at
least 20 feet in width. In general a parking island should contain a shade tree (or several if
appropriately spaced), low evergreen shrubs or ground cover and a mulch installed over a
weed barrier fabric. Ornamental shrubs, boulders and flower areas may be added as accents
where appropriate. Islands should be spaced so as to maximize the amount of shade afforded
by trees while minimizing large expanses of uninterrupted pavement.
Pocket islands with a minimum 2½ inch diameter shade tree may be substituted for
traditional parking islands. Pocket islands shall be at least 6 feet in diameter, or at least 6
feet measured along any edge located at the intersection of the corners of the parking spaces
and must have a raised vertical concrete curb at least 6 inches high. Pocket islands may
count double their area for any landscaping percentage requirement.

5.4.2.s4 Parking Lot Screening: Where a parking lot adjoins a street, the screening of cars is
required using such methods as:

City of Littleton

·

A landscape zone at least 8 feet wide and extending the distance that the lot adjoins the
street, not including driveways and exclusive of car bumper overhangs, planted with at
least two rows of shrubs (at least one row planted to create a consistent hedge) with a
spacing of no greater than 3 feet on center. A row of trees at a maximum spacing of 30
feet on center may be substituted for one row of shrubs. Other groundcover lower than
3 feet high is needed when trees are substituted for shrubs. Shrub height shall be at
least 2 ft. installed but maintained no higher than 3 ft. 6in. at maturity.

·

A landscape zone from 4 feet to 8 feet wide and extending the distance that the lot
adjoins the street (exclusive of driveways) with one row of shrubs planted with a
spacing of no greater than 3 feet on center and a height of at least 2 ft. installed but
maintained no higher than 3 ft. 6in. feet at maturity, and a railing or solid masonry
wall at least 3 feet 6 inches high.
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The portion of the proposed parking lot that is not covered by the building is designed for 32 parking
spaces and exceeds the minimum of 5 percent area of landscaping with a proposed 6 percent
landscaping area.
The parking lot landscape design includes two pocket islands that meet the minimum 6-foot island
width, each with a shade tree.
A three-foot tall brick wall extends the distance that the parking lot adjoins the street on the west side of
the driveway. A landscape zone is provided on the north side of the wall for additional screening. The
east side of the driveway is adjoined by a loading zone that is designed to double as a plaza with
specialty paving, trees, and a bench.
The standards generally appear to be met; however, some details such as landscaping coverage after
three years of planting, mulching and weed barriers have not been provided at this time. A condition of
approval has been added to the suggested staff motion at the end of this report that would require that
the details be provided with the SDP application and reviewed by staff for compliance with the above
standards.
5.4.3 Site Distance Triangles Standards
5.4.3.s1 To maintain appropriate sight lines for vehicles entering and exiting a site, as well
as those approaching internal intersections.
A condition of approval has been added to the suggested staff motion at the end of this report that would
require that be provided with the SDP application and reviewed by staff for compliance with the above
standard regarding site distance triangles.
5.4.5 Screening, Walls and Fencing Standards
5.4.5.s1 Outside trash receptacles, loading docks, open storage areas and utility boxes shall
be screened from public sidewalks, streets and other public areas from which the property is
visible. Screening for such areas shall be opaque and be provided for by means of walls or
solid fences. Landscape screening is not acceptable.
5.4.5.s2 All utility boxes, which include electric transformers, switch gearboxes, cable
television boxes, telephone pedestals and boxes, shall be screened on the sides visible from
the public rights of way that are not used for service access.
5.4.5.s3 Screening enclosures for refuse containers and service areas shall be incorporated
into building architecture and utilize the same materials as the principle building to be
greatest degree practicable. Trash receptacles and dumpsters shall be entirely screened from
view and enclosed by a solid, gated wall or fence. Screen walls and fences shall be one foot
higher than the object being screened. An opaque metal gate shall be included where
required for complete screening. The trash enclosure shall be sited so the service vehicle can
conveniently access the enclosure and maneuver without backing onto a public right of way
5.4.5.s4 Typical vertical board or palisade fences are not allowed if viewable from the
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street.
5.4.5.s5 All trash containers must be covered.
A condition of approval has been added to the suggested staff motion at the end of this report that would
require that the details be provided with the SDP application and reviewed by staff for compliance with
the above standards.
5.4.7 Site Lighting/Parking Lot Lighting Standards
5.4.7.s1 All lighting shall comply with Chapter 15, Lighting Requirements, Title 10 of the
City of Littleton Municipal Code.
5.4.7.s2 Private and/or open spaces accessible to the public shall be lit to accommodate
expected activities and events.
5.4.7.s3 Where the light source is directly visible, the luminaires shall be designed to
incorporate elements to reduce glare, such as translucent, obscure or refracting lenses, low
wattage light sources or shielding devices.
5.4.7.s4 Parking lot light type shall be fully shielded luminaires mounted on poles no higher
than 20 feet and be consistent in color.
5.4.7.s5 Lighting shall not provide objectionable glare onto adjoining

properties.

5.4.7.s6 Pedestrian lights shall be provided in paths between buildings from parking areas
to building entries or public streets.
Lighting details needed for review of the above standards have not been provided with the COA
application. A condition of approval has been added to the suggested staff motion at the end of this
report that would require that the information be provided with the SDP application and reviewed by
staff for compliance with the above standards.
5.4.8 Paving Materials Standards
5.4.8.s1 Paving materials and patterns used on private development parcels shall be
coordinated with the design of public pedestrian facilities where they intersect.
5.4.8.s2 Engineered base and setting conditions determined by soil conditions shall be used
for paving.
Landscaping details needed for review of the above standards have not been provided with the COA
application. A condition of approval has been added to the suggested staff motion at the end of this
report that would require that the information be provided with the SDP application and reviewed by
staff for compliance with the above standards.
5.4.9 Landscape Materials, Xeriscaping, Irrigation and Maintenance Standards
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5.4.9.s1 Underground automatic irrigation systems shall be required for all landscaped
projects. All projects with irrigation shall be subject to the provisions in Section 6 of the
Landscape Manual.
5.4.9.s2 Irrigation systems are to be monitored and adjusted periodically to insure that the
water demands of all plant materials are being met and that water is not being wasted.
5.4.9.s3 The type, size, quality and quantity of the living and non-living landscaping
materials shall comply with the requirements in Section 8 and the plant lists included in the
Landscape Manual.
5.4.9.s4 Only those plant species that are healthy and compatible with the local climate and
the site soil characteristics, drainage and water supply shall be planted.
5.4.9.s5 All project maintenance shall comply with the requirements of Section 10 in the
Landscape Manual.
Landscaping details needed for review of the above standards have not been provided with the COA
application. A condition of approval has been added to the suggested staff motion at the end of this
report that would require that the information be provided with the SDP application and reviewed by
staff for compliance with the above standards.
5.5 Signs
5.5.1 General Criteria
a.

Type Standards

5.5.1.sa1 New or rehabilitated buildings shall provide a sign plan showing locations, sizes,
heights, and probable design and illumination of all sign types to be used on the building or
its site.
The drawings show the general locations, sizes, heights, and probable design and illumination of all sign
types used on the building. As noted on the drawings, a separate staff level COA must be sought for
specific signs and will be reviewed for compliance with the sign code and applicable design standards.
b. General Number and Location Standards
5.5.1.s1 Wall, window, awning and projecting signs shall not be allowed above the ground
floor except that the HPB or DRC, at its discretion, may allow above the ground floor:
·
·
·
·
·
City of Littleton

Painted, externally-lit wall signs;
Internally-lighted channel letter signs and/or logos;
Painted wall murals with a minor component for the identification of a business;
One unlit window sign per business;
The extension of a ground floor projecting sign;
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·
·

The name of the building integrated into the material and/or design of the facade;
In no case shall an internally lighted, cabinet type wall sign be allowed above
the ground floor.

Wall, window, awning or projecting signs are not proposed above the ground floor.
standards appear to be met with this application.

The above

c. General Size and Height Standards
5.5.1.sc1 Maximum sign size or total sign area shall not be increased by the amount of
setback provided by the building.
The ground floor signs are provided on the south wall, will have no setback from the south property
line, and will be adjacent to the sidewalk.
Location and general size of signage has been submitted with the COA application and it appears that
the standards relating to this information is in conformance with the above standards. As noted on the
plan set, separate staff-level COA must be sought for specific signs and details will be reviewed to
determine compliance with the sign code and applicable design guidelines.
d. General Design and Illumination Standards
5.5.1.sd1 Materials for signs shall complement the color, material and overall character of
the architecture.
5.5.1.sd2 Signs shall be constructed of high quality, durable materials. All materials must
be finished to withstand corrosion. All mechanical fasteners shall be of hot-dipped
galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum, brass or bronze.
5.5.1.sd3 All conduits, transformers, and other equipment shall be concealed, and shall
have UL ratings.
5.5.1.sd4 Exterior lighting of signs shall be oriented down onto the face of the sign, not up
from below to minimize night sky light pollution.
5.5.1.sd5 Sign illumination shall not create objectionable glare to pedestrians, motorists,
and adjoining residents.
5.5.1.sd6 A business's corporate logo or typical sign design may be allowed by the HPB or
the DRC. However, the HPB or the DRC shall retain complete control over the design,
dimensions, location, number and type of the sign.
5.5.1.sd7 Hand-painted signs shall not be allowed, unless painted by a sign contractor
specializing in hand painted or hand crafted signs.
As noted on the plan set, a separate staff level COA must be sought for specific signs. The sign COA
will review the design, size, and lighting of individual signs for conformance with the sign code and the
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above applicable design standards.
5.5.2 Wall Signs Standards
5.5.2.s1 Wall signs shall be located within any sign areas clearly designed for signs on
existing or proposed building facades.
5.5..2.s2 Lighted wall signs shall not be located at the top of a building’s facade if the facade
is higher than two stories and faces a residential neighborhood.
5.5.2.s3 Maximum wall sign size shall not be increased by an increase in sign height.
5.5.2.s4 Wall signs may project into the right-of-way up to 12 inches. Where a wall sign is
on private property, it may have a depth of up to 18 inches before it is considered as a
projecting sign.
As noted on the drawings, a separate staff level COA must be sought for specific signs. While the
drawings show the general location and size of signs, the sign COA will review the detailed design,
size, and lighting of individual signs for conformance with the sign code and the above applicable
design standards.
5.5.3 Projecting Signs Standards
5.5.3.s1 Each use by right shall be limited to one projecting sign for each of that use’s street
frontage.
5.5.3.s2 Projecting signs shall not be located above the ground floor.
The drawings are not showing any projecting signs. As noted on the drawings, a separate staff level
COA must be sought for specific signs. While the drawings show the general location and size of signs,
the sign COA will review the detailed design, size, and lighting of individual signs and will be reviewed
for compliance with the sign code and applicable design standards.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff finds that, in compliance with Section 4-6-14(C) of the Littleton City Code, the proposed COA for 2679
West Main Street meets the criteria for approval. Staff, therefore, recommends approval of HPB Resolution 02
-2016 approving the Certificate of Historic Appropriateness for the Littleton Mixed-Use Project at 2679 West
Main Street.

PROPOSED MOTION:
I move to approve HPB Resolution 02-2016, approving the Certificate of Historic Appropriateness for the
Littleton Mixed-Use Project at 2679 West Main Street with the following condition:
1. Additional information, as needed, shall be incorporated into the Littleton Mixed Use Site Development
Plan application to demonstrate conformance with for the following standards of the Littleton
Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines:
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5.3.4
5.3.5
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.5
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9

Building Lighting Standards
Roof-top Design and mechanical equipment screening
Parking areas
Site Distance triangles
Screening, walls and fencing standards
Sit Lighting/Parking Lot Lighting
Paving Materials
Landscape materials, Xeriscaping, Irrigation and Maintenance

The foregoing approval is based on the findings that, with the above conditions, the proposed work:
(1) does not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or landscape feature which
contributes to the original historic designation;
(2) is in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines;
(3) is visually compatible with designated historic structures located on the property in terms of design,
finish, material, scale, mass and height; and
(4) is visually compatible with the development on adjacent properties.
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CITY OF LITTLETON, COLORADO
PB RESOLUTION NO. 1 5
Series of 2016
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING BOARD OF
THE
CITY
OF
LITTLETON,
COLORADO,
APPROVING
A
PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT
OVERLAY FOR PROPERTY LOCATED AT 2679 W.
MAIN STREET
WHEREAS, the planning board of the City of Littleton, Colorado, held
a public hearing at its regular meeting of August 22, 2016 to consider a proposal for a
planned development overlay for property located at 2679 W. Main Street, and more
specifically described in Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and made a part hereof by
this reference; and
WHEREAS, the planning board considered evidence and testimony
concerning the proposed planned development overlay;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PLANNING
BOARD OF THE CITY OF LITTLETON, COLORADO, THAT:
Section 1.
The planning board finds that the planned development
overlay conforms to the development standards of the planned development overlay
criteria as specified in section 10-9-5 of the city code.

Section 2.
The planning board does hereby APPROVE the planned
development overlay for property located at 2679 W. Main Street WITH THE
CONDITION that the applicant join the Main Street Historic District and get approval
from the [historic preservation] board for their design.
INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED at the regularly scheduled
meeting of the Planning Board of the City of Littleton, Colorado, held on the 22nd day of
August, 2016, at 6:30 p.m. in the Littleton Center, 2255 West Berry Avenue, Littleton,
Colorado, by the following vote: 4-3.

ATTEST:

APPROVED :

Denise Ciernia, Secretary

Karina Elrod, Chair

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

DocuSign Envelope ID: 5E94999E-F010-4466-9652-959D7AF8B0A4
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Kristin Schledorn, City Attorney

DocuSign Envelope ID: 5E94999E-F010-4466-9652-959D7AF8B0A4

Resolution No. 15-2016
Littleton Planning Board
Page 2
EXHIBIT "A"
Legal Descriptions for 2679 W. Main Street

COA APPLICATION
PLEASE SUBMIT A COMPLETED COPY OF THE ATTACHED CHECKLIST WITH THIS APPLICATION

LEVEL OF APPLICATION

Historical Preservation Board
October 17, 2016
________________________________________________

DATE OF SUBMITTAL
PROPERTY INFORMATION
Historic name of property

NA
________________________________________________

Property address

2679 West Main Street, Littleton, Colorado 80120
________________________________________________

Description of proposed alterations
________________________________________________________________________
New Construction - Please see attached narrative
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

APPLICANT INFORMATION
Name of applicant:

LAI Design Group, Attn. Josh Rowland
______________________________________________________

88 Inverness Circle East, Bldg J, Suite 100, Englewood, Colorado 80112
Applicant’s address: ______________________________________________________

Phone number:

303-734-1777
______________________________________________________

Fax number:

303-734-1778
______________________________________________________

E-mail address:

jrowland@laidesigngroup.com
______________________________________________________

Applicant’s signature:

____________________________

Property owner’s name:

2679 Main Street Partners, Attn. Jon Benallo
________________________________________________

Property owner’s signature: ____________________________

Date: ____________

Date: ____________

RECEIVED BY THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
(To be completed by Community Development Department staff)

Received by: __________________________
See reverse side for additional information required for a complete application

1

__________________________

Page

Date:

COA APPLICATION
APPLICATION PROCESS AND SUBMITTALS
A pre-application conference with city staff is strongly encouraged.
Applications should contain information to assure full presentation of pertinent facts for
proper consideration of the application, including:
•
•
•
•

Completed application form
Cover letter addressed to the Historical Preservation Board describing the proposed
project and signed by property owner.
Names and addresses of abutting property owners.
Plans (please see the Checklist for required information on the plans)

Number of plan sets required:
2 At time of initial submittal.
20 After completion of staff review and at time of scheduling for Historical Preservation
Board review.

Page

2

If you have further questions, Please contact Dennis Swain, Historic Preservation Planner,
dswain@littletongov.org or 303-795-3755.

December 9, 2016
Andrea Mimnaugh
City of Littleton
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, Colorado 80120
Re: Littleton Mixed Use – 2679 West Main Street
Certification of Appropriateness Application
Dear Ms. Mimnaugh,
On behalf of 2679 Main Street Partners, we respectfully submit our application for a Certification of
Appropriateness (COA) for the Littleton Mixed Use project located at 2679 W. Main Street to the City of Littleton
Community Development Department. 2679 West Main Street as described in this application is an infill mixed
use project that incorporates ground floor retail, bank, and office uses, additional office space on the second
and third floors, and five luxury multi‐family residential apartment units on the fourth floor. This submittal
includes all required items as outlined in the checklist; as well as addresses the Criteria for Certificates of Historic
Appropriateness for a property that is in the local historic district, but not individually landmarked as historic.
1) The proposed work would not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or
landscape feature which contributes to its original historic designation.
The property is an irregular shaped vacant parcel approximately .72 acres in size, served by public utilities with
160 feet of frontage along Main Street. The western panhandle of the site is impeded with a sewer easement
that will remain. No buildings exist that could be negatively affected.
2) Is otherwise in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines.
The project has obtained Planning Board approval for the Planned Development Overlay (PDO) dated July 15,
2017 and is in the process of obtaining a Site Development Plan (SDP) approval. The approved PDO establishes
site development criteria pertaining to the location of site access and parking areas, allowed building height, and
the location of the building on the site and required “step back” requirements of the building massing along the
Main Street right‐of‐way. The applicant worked extensively with City Planning and Historic Preservation staff
during the PDO and SDP review, and made many modifications and enhancements as requested by staff, in
order to create a project that fits within and conforms to the character of the district and the associated
Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines. Following is an explanation of how the project conforms
with applicable sections of the design standards and guidelines.
Urban Design/Site Plan – The project provides a ground floor entirely occupied by active pedestrian uses that is
located directly on the street right‐of‐way. Building materials reflect a commitment to quality and durability by
incorporating a substantial use of brick on the first two floors with intricate detailing that maintains the
architectural theme of other buildings in the area. The ground level along Main Street incorporates a pattern of
repeating store front bays separated by brick column elements that serve to break up the long building face and
provide visual interest and pedestrian respites outside of the retail spaces and office lobby/vestibule. All tenants
have primary entries oriented toward the street.
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Pedestrian and Vehicular Access / Parking Lot Location – All ground floor commercial uses have individual
public entries located along Main Street and a secondary entry to western most commercial bay is also provided
along the pedestrian plaza. Recessed entries are provided for each retail and/or commercial entry which are
relatively shallow and are not deep enough to allow for arcades or large entry vestibules as depicted in the
standards.
Due to the location and orientation of this parcel, which does not allow for vehicular access from an alley or side
street, a single driveway access off of Main Street is provided that leads to parking in the rear of the building.
The access and parking lot configuration were approved with the PDO as a variance to the design guidelines and
standards. In order to minimize the visual impact of this condition, the driveway has been enhanced with
decorative pavers to give the appearance that it is an extension of the adjacent pedestrian plaza and a brick wall
matching the building and landscape screening are provided to block views into the rear parking area. Bollards
are provided to separate the pedestrian and vehicular circulation.
Service Areas, trash enclosures, utility and mechanical equipment locations – All utility appurtenances are
located in areas that are out of view from the Main Street corridor. Electric transformer and panels are located
behind the neighboring building to the west, the water meter and connection are located inside the building,
and all mechanical systems are located on the roof and are appropriately screened by the building parapet. The
trash enclosure is located at the rear of the property under the building and its design utilizes the same
materials as the building allowing it to blend into the façade.
On‐Site Open Space Provision and Location – Usable open space is provided in the form of a pedestrian plaza
along the west face of the building situated next to the Main Street corridor serving as a pedestrian passage to
the rear parking area as required in the guidelines. Per the standard, there is no side setback for the east
building façade located along Main Street. Street scape amenities including benches, planter pots, bike racks and
tree grates are provided to enhance the pedestrian environment. Open space areas surrounding the edges of
the project are used to provide landscape screens to adjacent properties. Upper floors of the building provide
large balconies that serve as additional open space areas for office tenants and residential units. The PDO
provided for a variance to the open space requirement in order to allow the building to be situated along the
Main Street right‐of‐way and to reduce the on‐site open space requirement.
Architectural Building Scale, Form, Massing and Character – The design of the building provides human scale
through variation of the building form with recessed bays and column projections that express the architectural
and structural modules and emphasize building entries. A diversity of window sizes are used that is consistent
with the historical character along Main Street. Brick and masonry detailing provide articulation of building
elements and subtle decorative design features to the façade. Distinct vertical divisions of the façade are
provided through the use of cast limestone and brick column base, a middle field of brick with detailing
elements and the top consisting of a detailed brick parapet that is the guardrail of the third floor balcony. The
primary building façade provides the details required in the standards including recessed entries and doors,
projecting sills, columns and cornices.
The building mass provides for the required step back dimensions as defined in the standards with the exception
that was approved with the PDO allowing the stair and elevator core to encroach into the step back zone.
Multiple 3D illustrations are provided in the COA plan set depicting the pedestrian and vehicular views of the
building from Main Street. The buildings will be primarily viewed looking west as cars and pedestrians travel to
that end of downtown. A 3D view has been provided depicting what the street scape will look like in the future
when properties such as Bradley Auto Body are redeveloped in the future with two‐story storefront elevations
which will block the majority of views to the stepped back third and fourth floors of the building.
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3) The board must find the proposed work visually compatible with designated historic structures located on
the property in terms of:
a. Design, b. Finish, c. Material, d. Scale, e. Mass and f. Height.
We gave taken great consideration to the design, finish, material, scale, mass and height when approaching the
building construction and how it will fit seamlessly into the Main Street Historic District. The architectural
design of the proposed building reinforces the straight‐forward and unassuming building styles seen in historic
structures along Main Street. A prominent two story brick façade is placed along the right of way, accented with
four recessed storefront bays with large windows on the first floor transitioning to second floor windows with
historic proportions. The third and fourth floors are pushed away from the right of way to maintain the two
story character at the street and to maintain the architectural dominance of the Carnegie Library at the end of
the street. Building materials will reflect a commitment to quality and durability. The attached plans show a
substantial use of brick, windows and metal trim. While the landscape amenities which include street trees,
landscape planters, benches, bike racks, lighting and trash receptacles placed on vivid pavers and detailed
concrete work enhance the pedestrian‐friendly streetscape.
4) When the subject site is within a historic district, the board must also find that the proposed work is
visually compatible with the development of adjacent properties.
We have worked closely with the City to develop a final plan with elevations that complements the downtown
district. The project will anchor the west end of Littleton’s Main Street business district; and further enhance the
lively and pedestrian‐friendly streets in Downtown Littleton. The zero front setback of the proposed building
continues the urban form of the downtown district and carries the vibrant streetscape to its western edge.
Building materials will reflect a commitment to quality and durability. The attached plans show a substantial use
of brick, windows and metal trim. While the landscape amenities which include street trees, landscape planters,
benches, bike racks, lighting and trash receptacles placed on vivid pavers and detailed concrete work enhance
the pedestrian‐friendly streetscape.
5) In the case of partial demolitions, the board must also find that the:
a. Partial demolition is required for the renovation, restoration or rehabilitation of the structure
and;
b. Impacts on the historic importance and architectural integrity of the structure(s) located on the
property have been mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
Not Applicable.
If you require additional information or have any questions about our submittal items, please do not hesitate to call
or e‐mail me (303) 734‐1777 or jrowland@laidesigngroup.com. We look forward to working with the City in
completing this process in order to contribute a high quality project to the City of Littleton.
Sincerely,

Joshua L. Rowland
Principal, LAI Design Group
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120

88 Inverness Circle East
Bldg J Suite 101
Englewood, Colorado 80112
T 303.734.1777 | F 303.734.1778

CASE # COA16-0003

ATTN. Jon Benallo
1660 17th Street, Ste 300
Denver, Colorado 80022
303-606-7841

LAI DESIGN GROUP

OWNER/CLIENT

DRAWING INDEX

I, ____________________________________________ OWNER, OR DESIGNATED AGENT THEREOF, DO HEREBY AGREE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY WILL BE DEVELOPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
DESIGN, MATERIALS, RESTRICTIONS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED WITHIN THIS COA. FURTHER, THE CITY OF LITTLETON IS HEREBY GRANTED PERMISSION TO ENTER ONTO SAID PROPERTY FOR THE PURPOSES
OF CONDUCTING INSPECTIONS TO ESTABLISH COMPLIANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPERTY WITH ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, EXTERIOR FACADE MODIFICATIONS AND
NEW CONSTRUCTION RELATED TO THE EXTERIOR OF ANY STRUCTURE. IF, UPON INSPECTION, THE CITY FINDS DEFICIENCIES IN THE ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS, AND AFTER PROPER NOTICE, THE DEVELOPER
SHALL TAKE APPROPRIATE CORRECTIVE ACTION. FAILURE TO TAKE SUCH CORRECTIVE ACTION SPECIFIED BY THE CITY SHALL BE GROUNDS FOR THE CITY TO PENALTIES AS SPECIFIED IN SECTION 4-6-19 OF
THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION CODE.

SHEET 1 COVER SHEET
SHEET 2 PHOTOGRAPHS
SHEET 3 PHOTOGRAPHS
SHEET 4 ELEVATIONS
SHEET 5 ELEVATIONS
SHEET 6 ELEVATIONS
SHEET 7 ELEVATIONS
SHEET 8 SITE PLAN
SHEET 9 LANDSCAPE PLAN
SHEET 10 FLOOR PLAN - GROUND FLOOR
SHEET 11 FLOOR PLAN - SECOND FLOOR
SHEET 12 FLOOR PLAN - THIRD FLOOR
SHEET 13 FLOOR PLAN - FOURTH FLOOR
SHEET 14 ROOF PLAN
SHEET 15 CROSS SECTIONS
SHEET 16 3D COLOR RENDERING
SHEET 17 3D COLOR RENDERING
SHEET 18 3D COLOR RENDERING
SHEET 19 3D COLOR RENDERING
SHEET 20 3D COLOR RENDERING-FUTURE
SHEET 21 MAIN STREET STOREFRONT AND SIGNAGE DETAILS
SHEET 22 FIRST FLOOR STOREFRONT AND SECOND FLOOR ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
SHEET 23 THIRD AND FOURTH FLOOR (WEST AND MAIN STREET) ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
SHEET 24 PARKING LOT SCREEN AND SITE WALL DETAILS
MANUFACTURER CUT SHEET / DETAILS -> PLEASE SEE SUPPLEMENTAL PACKAGE

COA STANDARD NOTE:

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME BY ________________________________
ON THIS _____ DAY OF ____________________, 20_____

UTILITY APPURTENANCES SHALL BE LOCATED BEHIND THE SIDEWALK AND
OUT OF THE SIDEWALK AMENITY ZONE (THE ZONE BETWEEN THE CURB
AND THE CLEAR WALKING AREA OF THE SIDEWALK WHERE STREET TREES,
STREET AND PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS AND STREET FURNITURE ARE LOCATED)
WHEREVER POSSIBLE. WHERE THEY MUST BE IN THE AMENITY ZONE,
SUCH EQUIPMENT SHALL BE CENTERED ON THE TREE LINE AND ALIGNED
WITH BUT NO CLOSER THAN 42 INCHES FROM THE FACE OF CURB. THIS
INCLUDES SWITCH BOXES, TELEPHONE PEDESTALS, TRANSFORMERS,
METERS, IRRIGATION AND SIMILAR EQUIPMENT.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL.
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES _____________________.
_____________________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC

APPROVED BY THE DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT THIS _____ DAY OF ____________________, 20_____
____________________________________________
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

APPROVED BY THE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION BOARD THIS _____ DAY OF ____________________, 20_____
____________________________________________
CHAIR, HISTORICAL PRESERVATION BOARD

ZONING CHART
TYPE

UNDERLAYING B-2 ZONING DISTRICT

APPROVED LITTLETON MIXED USE PLANNED DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY

PRIMARY USES ALLOWED

CITY OF LITTLETON, TITLE 10 ZONING ORDINANCE, 10-3-2, LAND USE TABLE FOR 'B2' (COMMUNITY BUSINESS DISTRICT) ZONE

RETAIL, OFFICE, MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

MINIMUM LOT AREA

NO MINIMUM

LOT SIZE - 31,255 S.F. / 0.728 ACRES

MINIMUM UN-OBSTRUCTED /

1. 20 PERCENT OF SITE AREA AS UN-OBSTRUCTED OPEN SPACE

1. 12 PERCENT / 3,710 S.F. OF SITE AREA PROVIDED AS UN-OBSTRUCTED OPEN SPACE

USABLE OPEN SPACE

2. 50 PERCENT OF UN-OBSTRUCTED OPEN SPACE SHALL BE

2. 20 PERCENT / 765 S.F. OF THE 12 PERCENT PROVIDED OF OPEN SPACE IS LOCATED ALONG R.O.W.

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED ALONG ADJACENT PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY

MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF STRUCTURES

NO MAXIMUM

PROPOSED BUILDING HEIGHT: 61' - 0" AT STAIR RUN

MAXIMUM FLOOR AREA RATIO (FAR)

2:1 FAR MAXIMUM

1.3 : 1 FAR

BUILDING SETBACKS

NONE

NONE

PARKING REQUIREMENTS

RETAIL STORES: 1 SPACE PER 200 S.F. GFA

50% PARKING REDUCTION TO THE PARKING REQUIREMENT FOR ALL USES EXCEPT RESIDENTIAL;

OFFICE / BANK: 1 SPACE PER 300 S.F. GFA

RETAIL SPACE: 1,675 GSF = 4 SPACES REQUIRED

RESIDENTIAL (MULTI-FAMILY): 1.5 SPACE PER UNIT

OFFICE/BANK: 29,763 GSF = 50 SPACES REQUIRED

BICYCLE PARKING: PER CITY OF LITTLETON, 10-4-9, SECT. 9

MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL: 5 UNITS = 8 SPACES REQUIRED

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR:
LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120

2679 MAIN STREET
PARTNERS

OWNERSHIP CERTIFICATION

____________________________________________________SIGNATURE OF OWNER)

P:\2015\15081 Littleton MU\CAD\2 Planning Submittals\1 Sheets\15081_Certificate of Appropriateness.dwg

ARCHITECT / PLANNER

ACCESSIBLE PARKING REQUIRED: 4% OF TOTAL REQ. SPACES

BICYCLE PARKING: 4 SPACES = -1 REQUIRED VEHICULAR SPACE

COMPACT PARKING ALLOWED: 25% OF REQUIRED SPACES LOADING AREA: 1 SPACE PER 25,000 - 40,000 S.F. OF COMMERCIAL

TOTAL PARKING: 61 SPACES REQUIRED / 64 SPACES PROVIDED

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA)

ACCESSIBLE PARKING: 2 SPACES (REQUIRED/PROVIDED)

PROJECT #:
DRAWN BY:

COMPACT PARKING: 15 SPACES PROVIDED (15 SPACES ALLOWED)

CHECKED BY:

15081
JC
JR

LOADING AREA: 1 SPACE PROVIDED (31,438 COMMERCIAL GFA)
PARKING STALL AND LOT

1. PARKING STALL - 9 FEET WIDE BY 20 FEET DEEP

1. PARKING STALL: REGULAR 9 FT X 18 FT/ COMPACT 8 FT X 18 FT.

DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS

2. PARKING AISLE - 23 FEET WIDE

2. PARKING AISLE: 24 FEET WIDE

PARKING LOT LANDSCAPING

5 PERCENT MINIMUM

5 PERCENT MINIMUM

MAXIMUM RESIDENTIAL USE AREA

50 PERCENT MAXIMUM OF GROSS FLOOR AREA DEVELOPED AS RESIDENTIAL USES

1. RESIDENTIAL USES: UP TO 24 PERCENT OF GROSS FLOOR AREA

ISSUE RECORD
COA SUBMITTAL #1

10/17/2016

COA SUBMITTAL #2

11/04/2016

COA SUBMITTAL #3

12/09/2016

2. COMMERCIAL USES: UP TO 76 PERCENT OF GROSS FLOOR AREA
BUILDING STEPPED HEIGHT

PER LITTLETON DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES SECTION

1. STAIR AND ELEVATOR CORRIDORS AND ASSOCIATED LOBBY AREAS MAY BE LOCATED WITHIN 12' OF THE MAIN STREET

ALLOWANCE

5.3.1.s2; NO MORE THAN 25 PERCENT VISIBLE OF FLOORS ABOVE THE SECOND FLOOR FROM PEDESTRIAN VIEWING LEVEL ON

RIGHT-OF- WAY, 25 FOOT MAXIMUM WIDTH ALONG R.O.W.

THE SIDEWALK ACROSS THE STREET

2. EXTERIOR BALCONY CANOPIES THAT FRONT THE MAIN STREET R.O.W. MAY ENCROACH INTO THE 25 PERCENT ALLOWED

PER LITTLETON DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES SUBAREA 5.

PER LITTLETON DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES SUBAREA 5.

SHEET NUMBER

VISIBLE AREA OF THE FLOOR ABOVE.
DESIGN GUIDELINES

*TUCK-IN PARKING AT GROUND LEVEL IS NOT CONSIDERED PART OF THE GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE IN THE FAR RATIO.

COVER SHEET

1

OF

24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
ADJACENT PROPERTIES: EAST

ADJACENT PROPERTIES: WEST

SHEET NUMBER

PHOTOGRAPHS

2

OF

24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPHS:
DIPPING GRILL RESTAURANT / HISTORIC LIBRARY AND MAIN STREET (LOOKING EAST)

ADJACENT PROPERTIES: NORTH

SHEET NUMBER

PHOTOGRAPHS

3

OF

24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
SOUTH ELEVATION (3/32" = 1'-0")

THIRD AND FOURTH FLOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 23

SECOND FLOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 22

STOREFRONT DETAIL
RE: SHEET 21

SHEET NUMBER

ELEVATIONS

4

OF

24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003

WEST ELEVATION (1/16" = 1'-0")

TYPICAL FOURTH LOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 23

TYPICAL THIRD FLOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 23

TYPICAL SECOND FLOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 21

TYPICAL FIRST FLOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 21

SHEET NUMBER

ELEVATIONS

5
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24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003

EAST ELEVATION (1/16" = 1'-0")

TYPICAL FOURTH LOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 23

TYPICAL THIRD FLOOR DETAIL
RE: SHEET 23

SHEET NUMBER

ELEVATIONS

6

OF

24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003

NORTH ELEVATION (3/32" = 1'-0")

SHEET NUMBER

ELEVATIONS

7

OF

24

CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
B2 Zoning
2659 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Car Services
N89°45'05"E 142.21' (R,M)

C

C

C

3.0'
C

C

C

C

C

4

C

C

C

C

4

SNOW

ASPHALT PARKING LOT
64 PARKING SPACES

9.0'

9.0'
18.0'

9.0'

11.0'

6.0'

1

4
2

18.0'

(3) TREE GRATES, TYP.

ACCESSIBLE AISLE
ACCESSIBLE PARKING SIGNS
(1) VAN ACCESSIBLE/RESERVED PARKING
(1) STANDARD ACCESSIBLE/RESERVED PARKING
EXISTING WALL REMAINS
(HERE AND NORTH)

2.80

10.0'

36.0'

SPECIALITY PAVING
RE: A/4 PLAN ENLARGEMENT
(2) BENCH, TYP.
SITE/LANDSCAPE WALL

B2 Zoning
2679 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
PROPOSED MIXED USE

T

B2 Zoning
2659 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Car Services

BENCH

24.0'

LOADING
SPACE

(1) NO PARKING/LOADING ZONE SIGN
(6) LIGHTED SECURITY
BOLLARDS, TYP.

STORAGE

24.0'

9.0'

9.0'

4" BOLLARDS, TYP.
COLUMN, TYP.

S0°20'24"E 172.62' (R,M)

C

B

PART OF THE EXISTING
WALL TO BE REMOVED

T

LIGHTING NOTE 5.4.7.g4:
THE COLOR OF THE LIGHT EMITTED BY
PARKING LOT AND OFF-STREET
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING SHOULD MATCH
THE COLOR OF LIGHT EMITTED BY
ON-STREET LIGHTING. IF BOTH WHITE
LIGHT (FLUORESCENT OR METAL
HALIDE) AND WARM YELLOW (HIGH
PRESSURE SODIUM) ARE USED IN
ON-STREET LIGHTING, PARKING LOT
LIGHTING SHALL MATCH ON-STREET
LIGHTING; AND OFF-STREET
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING SHALL MATCH
ON-STREET PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING.

(8) PLANTERS, TYP.
(2) TRASH RECEPTACLE, TYP.
NEW CONCRETE SIDEWALK
CITY OF LITTLETON STANDARDS

7.00

4.0'

2.80

14.9'

S89°49'22"W 159.84' (M)
2.80

B2 Zoning
2699 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Converted Residences

18.0'

WHEELSTOP, TYP.
24.0'

18.0'

N0°34'38"W 74.69' (M)

S89°36'02"W 50.07' (M)
MAIN SWITCHBOARD (ELEC)
XCEL TRANSFORMER
CABINET / METER

11

2.80

18.0'

PA

PA

NOTE:
THE DRIVEWAY
LOCATED ACROSS
THE MAIN STREET
SIDEWALK SHALL
MAINTAIN ATLEAST
A SIX FEET WIDE
PORTION OF THE
SIDEWALK AT A
MAXIMUM SLOPE OF
3 PERCENT.

24.0'
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9.0'

PA

B2 Zoning
2707 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
General Restaurant
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(1) NO PARKING/
FIRE LANE
SIGN
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9.0'
TRASH ENCLOSURE
SWING GATE

8.0'

B2 Zoning
2659 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Car Services
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3

TRASH
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B2 Zoning
2255 W Berry Ave
City of Littleton
Special Purpose

B

14.5'

(3) TREE GRATES ALONG MAIN STREET
SIGHT TRIANGLE:
PASSENGER CARS @ 25 MPH DESIGN SPEED

(2) BIKE RACKS, TYP.

240.0'

24.0'
CURB CUT
DRIVE APRON

WEST MAIN STREET

STREET SIGNAGE AND STREET LIGHTS
PROTECT IN PLACE OR PLACE NEW IN PLACE
AS NEEDED, TYP.
NEW ON STREET PARKING LAYOUT

(75' WIDE PUBLIC R.O.W.)
SHEET NUMBER

SITE PLAN
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
B2 Zoning
2659 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Car Services
N89°45'05"E 142.21' (R,M)

)
M
B2 Zoning
2659 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Car Services

1-RLI 62-FRG
14-HFG 6-RPR
1-RLI
14-HFG
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B2 Zoning
2255 W Berry Ave
City of Littleton
Special Purpose

S89°36'02"W 50.07' (M)

B2 Zoning
2707 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
General Restaurant

B2 Zoning
2699 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Converted Residences

N0°34'38"W 74.69' (M)

10-BJ
8-RPR
14-HFG
2-CCP

PLANT LIST
SYMBOL

3-CCP

LABEL

QTY.

COMMON NAME

BOTANICAL NAME

MIN. SIZE

MATURE
SPREAD

MATURE
HEIGHT

SHA

2

SHADEMASTER HONEYLOCUST

GLEDITSIA TRIACANTHOS INERMIS 'SHADEMASTER'

2" CAL.

35'

50'

RLI

4

AMERICAN LINDEN

TILIA AMERICANA 'REDMOND'

2" CAL.

25'

40'

CCP

5

CHANTICLEER PEAR

PYRUS CALLERYANA

2" CAL.

15'

35'

RPR

14

REGAL PRIVET

LIGUSTRUM OBTUSIFOLIUM REGELIANUM

#5

5'

4'

BJ

10

BUFFALO JUNIPER

JUNIPERUS SABINE 'BUFFALO'

#5

12"

6'

SPA

5

SPARTAN JUNIPER

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS 'SPARTAN'

#10

5'

15'

FRG

95

FEATHER REED GRASS

CALAMAGROSTIS ACUTIFLORA 'KARL FOERSTER'

#5

2'

4-5'

HFG

56

HARDY FOUNTAIN GRASS

PENNISETUM ALOPECUROIDES 'HAMELN'

#5

2'

2-3'

SYMBOLS NOT TO SCALE

B2 Zoning
2679 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
PROPOSED MIXED USE
BENCH

T

B2 Zoning
2659 W Main St
Downtown Littleton
Car Services

S89°49'22"W 159.84' (M)

33-FRG
5-SPA

B

1-SHA
SIGHT TRIANGLE:
PASSENGER CARS @ 25 MPH DESIGN SPEED

T

B

8-SEASONAL PLANTINGS
BY OWNERSHIP
1-SHA

EXISTING TREE
PROTECT IN PLACE

WEST MAIN STREET
(75' WIDE PUBLIC R.O.W.)
SHEET NUMBER

LANDSCAPE PLAN
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003

2.80

2.80

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

BENCH

2.80

2.80

2.80

7.00

SHEET NUMBER

FLOOR PLAN
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SHEET NUMBER

FLOOR PLAN
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
THIRD FLOOR PLAN

SHEET NUMBER

FLOOR PLAN
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
FOURTH FLOOR PLAN

SHEET NUMBER

FLOOR PLAN

X
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
ROOF PLAN

SHEET NUMBER

ROOF PLAN
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
CROSS SECTION - LONGITUDINAL FACING EAST (1/16" = 1'-0")

CROSS SECTION - FACING SOUTH
(1/16" = 1'-0")

SHEET NUMBER

CROSS SECTIONS
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
SOUTH FACADE - WEST MAIN STREET

SHEET NUMBER

3D COLOR RENDERING
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
SOUTH AND WEST FACADES

SHEET NUMBER

3D COLOR RENDERING
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
EAST FACADE LOOKING WEST DOWN MAIN STREET

SHEET NUMBER

3D COLOR RENDERING
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
SOUTH AND EAST FACADES

SHEET NUMBER

3D COLOR RENDERING
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT ALONG MAIN STREET

SHEET NUMBER

3D COLOR RENDERING
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CASE # COA16-0003

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
MAIN STREET STOREFRONT (1/8" = 1'-0")

RETAIL SIGN

RETAIL SIGN

RETAIL SIGN

NOTE: 5.3.2.o2 TO USE
HIGHLY TRANSPARENT
GLASS WITH LOW
REFLECTIVITY FOR ALL
WINDOWS IN
BUILDINGS ALONG
MAIN STREET.

BUILDING I.D. SIGN

DIRECTORY
SIGNAGE

DIRECTORY
SIGNAGE
(1/4" = 1'-0")

SIGNAGE ENLARGEMENT (1/4" = 1'-0")

BUILDING I.D. SIGN
SIGNAGE ENLARGEMENT (1/4" = 1'-0")

RETAIL SIGN

BUILDING ID MURAL (1/8" = 1'-0")

BUILDING
I.D.
MURAL

BUILDING
I.D.
MURAL

SHEET NUMBER

NOTE:
A SEPARATE STAFF-LEVEL COA MUST BE SOUGHT FOR SPECIFIC SIGNS

MAIN STREET STOREFRONT AND SIGNAGE DETAILS
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
FIRST FLOOR STOREFRONT
WEST ELEVATION (1/4" = 1'-0")

CASE # COA16-0003
NOTE: 5.3.2.o2 TO USE
HIGHLY TRANSPARENT
GLASS WITH LOW
REFLECTIVITY FOR ALL
WINDOWS IN
BUILDINGS ALONG
MAIN STREET.

TYPICAL SECOND FLOOR DOORS, WINDOWS, RAILINGS
WEST ELEVATION (1/4" = 1'-0")

TYPICAL SECOND FLOOR WINDOWS
MAIN STREET (1/4" = 1'-0")

SHEET NUMBER

FIRST FLOOR STOREFRONT AND SECOND FLOOR ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
TYPICAL THIRD FLOOR WINDOWS / SUN VISORS
WEST ELEVATION (1/4" = 1'-0")

TYPICAL FOURTH FLOOR DOORS, WINDOWS, SUN VISORS
WEST ELEVATION (1/4" = 1'-0")

THIRD AND FOURTH FLOOR DOORS, WINDOWS, BALCONY
AND VISORS ALONG MAIN STREET (1/8" = 1'-0")

SHEET NUMBER

THIRD AND FOURTH FLOOR (WEST AND MAIN STREET) ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR: LITTLETON MIXED USE
2679 WEST MAIN STREET
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
CASE # COA16-0003
PAINTED METAL SCREENING
(1/4" = 1'-0")

LOW BRICK LANDSCAPE WALL
(NOT TO SCALE)

1'
3" THICK CAP MATCH BUILDING
CHAMFER MATCH BUILDING
1" OVERHANG
BRICK #1 MATCH BUILDING
C.I.P. WALL
RE: STRUCTURAL
REBAR
RE: STRUCTURAL
PARKING LOT
PLANTING AREA WITH MULCH
AND LANDSCAPE FABRIC

SIDEWALK/
MAIN STREET

FINISH GRADE

CONCRETE FOOTING &
REBAR, RE: STRUCTURAL

SHEET NUMBER

18'-7"

COMPACTED SUBGRADE
95% RELATIVE COMPACTION
CONFIRM WITH STRUCTURAL

PARKING LOT SCREEN AND SITE WALL DETAIL
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CUT SHEETS
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS
Table of Contents

1 – Brick 1 + Grout
2 – Brick 2 + Grout
3 – Brick 3 + Grout
4 – Architectural Precast Concrete Panels (Product + Color)
5 – Window Systems (Product + Color)
6 – Window Systems (Product + Color)
7 – Storefront Framing System
8 – Storefront Framing System
9 – Storefront Doors
10 – Storefront Doors / Hardware
11 – Architectural Glass
12 – Sheet Metal Sun Visors, Eye Brows and Metal Wall Shingles (Product)
13 - Sheet Metal Sun Visors, Eye Brows and Metal Wall Shingles (Color)
14 – Architectural Screen
15 – Cement Board Siding with Reveals
16 – Cement Board Siding with Reveals
17 – Cedar Canopy
18 – Light Fixture: Pedestrian/Security Bollard
19 – Light Fixture: Downlight (Recessed)
20 – Light Fixture: Pedestrian Scale Parking Lot
21 – Light Fixture: Wall Mounted Egress
22 – Light Fixture: Cylindrical Sconce Up/Down Light (Upper Floors)
23 – Light Fixture: Cylindrical Sconce Down Light (Upper Floors)
24 – Light Fixture: Street Light

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

BRICK 1
CHEROKEE ROMAN SMOOTH
CLOUD CERAMICS

- Mushroom Grout

Standard 3/8” Concave Mortar Joint

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

BRICK 2
CRIMSON IRONSPOT ROMAN SMOOTH
CLOUD CERAMICS

- Mushroom Grout

Standard 3/8” Concave Mortar Joint

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

BRICK 3
SAHARA LIGHT BUFF CLOSURE VELOUR
CLOUD CERAMICS

- Mushroom Grout

Standard 3/8” Concave Mortar Joint

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST
CONCRETE PANELS
COLOR: OAK RIDGE
CHAMFER / SMOOTH FINISH

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

WINDOW SYSTEMS
(PRODUCT + COLOR)

COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

WINDOW SYSTEMS
(PRODUCT + COLOR)

STOREFRONT FRAMING SYSTEM
COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

STOREFRONT FRAMING SYSTEM
COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

STOREFRONT DOORS
COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE
STANDARD ENTRANCES
DOOR TYPE / SECTION DIMENSION

STANDARD MEETING RAILS

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

STOREFRONT DOORS /
HARDWARE

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

GUARDIAN SUNGUARD
ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

SHEET METAL SUN VISORS, EYE BROWS
AND METAL WALL SHINGLES (PRODUCT)
FLAT LOCK PANEL SYSTEM

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

SHEET METAL SUN VISORS, EYE BROWS
AND METAL WALL SHINGLES (COLOR)
PURE + FREEFORM

COLOR: GILDED RUST

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

COLOR:
MEDIUM BRONZE

ARCHITECTURAL SCREEN
ADJACENT PARKING / DRIVE AISLE

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

CEMENT BOARD SIDING
WITH REVEALS
SHERWIN WILLIAMS – SOFT FAWN #9097

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

CEMENT BOARD SIDING
WITH REVEALS
SHERWIN WILLIAMS – SOFT FAWN #9097

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

CEDAR CANOPY
(CLEAR SEALED)

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

LIGHT FIXTURES

MATCH EXISTING STREETSCAPE – LED OPTIONAL
Certificate of Appropriateness for: Littleton Mixed Use
2679 West Main Street – Littleton, Colorado 80120
December 9, 2016
Case # COA16 - 0003

City of Littleton

Littleton Center
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120

Staff Communication
File #: HPB Resolution 06-2016, Version: 1
Agenda Date: December 19, 2016
Subject:
Resolution Adopting a COA for 2670-2680 West Main Street
Presented By:

Dennis Swain, Senior Planner

APPLICATION SUMMARY:
Project Name:

The View House

Historic Name:

2670 - Blue Ribbon Stables
2680 - Bussard Motor Company

Application Type:
Location:
Applicable Design Guidelines:

Board-Level COA
2670 - 2680 West Main Street
2670 - Blue Ribbon Stables - Non-Contributing Structure
Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines
2680 - Bussard Motor Company - Contributing Structure
Historic Preservation Design Guidelines

Applicant:

Ray Ollett, Jr

Owner:

Francois Safieddine

Project Description:
The applicant, on behalf of the owner, is proposing to make some modifications to the previously approved
COA for the View House, located at 2670 - 2680 West Main Street. Below is the proposal:
Front (north) Facade: Shift the approved front door from 2680 to 2670. To do this, replace the approved entry
door in 2680 West Main Street with Nana type doors and build a brick sill below the new doors to match the
sills below the two sets of windows to the west.
Remove the two single entry doors and column in 2670 and replace them with a new double entry door with
sidelights. The new entry door will serve as the new main entry to the View House.
Rear (south) Facade: In the previously approved metal-sided south wall of 2670 (Blue Ribbon Stables), add a
new metal roll-up service window for a patio bar, a metal service door, a glass and metal people door, and two
City of Littleton
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new glass garage-type doors for the yet-to-be determined use in the east side of 2670.
Staff Recommendation: Approval, with a condition identified in the analysis below

PROCESS:
Per Section 4-6-14(A)l(a), a COA shall be obtained from the board, in conformance with any applicable
adopted design guidelines, and in addition to any other permit or other approval required by this code for any
designated historic landmark structure or any property in a designated historic district for: Demolition, new
construction, addition or modification , including ...windows of or to the front or side facade of any principal
structure. Per this code provision, a COA is being sought for changes to the front and rear facades of the
buildings at 2670 and 2680 West Main Street.
The COA addresses both the Blue Ribbon Stables at 2670 West Main Street (the east building) and the Bussard
Motor Company building at 2680 West Main Street (the west building). Because the Blue Ribbon Stables is a
non-contributing building and the Bussard Motor Company building is a contributing building, two sets of
design must be used for reviewing this COA. The Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines apply
to the non-contributing structure, the Blue Ribbon Stables, and the Downtown Littleton Historic Preservation
Design Guidelines apply to the contributing building, the Bussard Motor Company building.
Because the applicant has previously been granted a COA, and the construction affected by this COA request
can delay the ability to move forward, the exterior demolition and construction approved by the earlier COA
is underway. Much of the current construction work is to the interior of the buildings, which requires no COA
since COAs deal only with building exteriors. If this COA is approved by the Historical Preservation Board,
then the applicant will integrate the approved exterior changes into their renovation of the buildings. If it is
not approved, the applicant can complete the construction as it has been approved by earlier COA.
Staff and board review are the only two steps in the review process. If the board approves the COA
application and the applicant meets all other city requirements, then the applicant can be issued a building
permit for the project. If the board attaches condition(s) to the approval, a building permit will not be issued
unless the condition(s) either will be met by the project or have already been met. If the board denies the
COA application a building permit will not be issued for the project.
LOCATION:

The Blue Ribbon Stables and Bussard Motor Company building are at 2670 and 2680 West Main Street, on the
south side of the street, between Curtice and Rapp Streets, as shown on the vicinity map, below.

City of Littleton
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Location Map for Bussard Motor Company building (on the west) and Blue Ribbon Stables (east)

Street View of the Blue Ribbon Stables on the left and Bussard Motor Company on the right

BACKGROUND:
During its history, the Blue Ribbon Stables building at 2670 West Main Street (the eastern of the two buildings)
was divided into multiple storefronts with different uses, facades were remodeled, and the north façade was
covered with non-historic cladding. Per the 1997 Littleton Historic Buildings Survey, the initial part of the
Blue Ribbon Stables building was erected between 1905 and 1908 as a small, rectangular commercial building.
In about 1908 / 1909, two larger masonry additions were erected adjoining the original building on the west,
and two frame additions were built to the rear. By 1921, the eastern rear addition had been removed. Between
1932 and 1949, a small, narrow addition was added to the west front of the building.
Again, per the 1997 Littleton Historic Buildings Survey, the Bussard Motor Company building at 2680 West
Main Street (the western of the two buildings) was constructed in 1929 for an automobile sales and service
business. The building reflected auto dealership construction of the early twentieth century with its brick walls,
stepped parapet, large garage entrance, and display windows.
NOTE: Historic photos of the two buildings are included in the drawings in the Appendix.
The COA application is the third for the two buildings since ownership changed in 2012:
1) 2012 - The first COA approved changes to the front elevation that would accommodate four retail spaces
City of Littleton
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1) 2012 - The first COA approved changes to the front elevation that would accommodate four retail spaces
and one office space in the two buildings. As approved, the renovated front façades retained the key elements
of the two buildings. The renovated façades had two garage doors and five people doors. Paint was removed
and the brick façade of the Bussard Motor Company building was restored. A new veneer face brick was
installed on the front façade of the Blue Ribbon Stables building. Service and garage doors were added to the
rear of the two buildings. These changes were completed, although the owner did not move forward with retail
uses.
2) 2014 - Designed to accommodate the View House restaurant and bar, the approved renovation focused on
the Bussard Motor Company building. A rooftop deck and a rear patio were approved. To accommodate the
rear patio, demolition of the rear of the two buildings was approved. Nana doors were approved as
replacements for fixed glass windows and one of the two people doors. The garage door was to be replaced by
two entry doors and sidelights. A deck over the barrel roof and a second floor addition were also approved, as
was a revised rear façade with two glass garage doors that opened to the patio.
3) 2016 - In the two years since the 2014 COA was approved, the applicant’s thoughts on the design and
operations of the View House have evolved. The COA would allow the View House to expand to the east into
the Blue Ribbon Stables Building, adding approximately 1100 square feet to the restaurant to accommodate a
new patio bar, a new cooler, and a more efficient floor plan, without expanding the total square footage of the
two buildings, which are considered a single property. To accommodate these changes, the COA proposes
moving the front entry door from the Bussard Motor Company building to the east, into the Blue Ribbon
Stables building. The approved location of the front entry door would be replaced by a third set of Nana doors.
The new front entry would replace two single doors and a column. To accommodate the new patio bar, a new
metal roll-up door will be added to the new south wall of the Blue Ribbon Stables buildings. To improve the
remaining space in the Blue Ribbon Stables building, which is intended to be leased to a separate restaurant,
two glass and metal garage-type doors will also be added to the new wall. The new wall was approved in the
last COA as a new metal-sided wall that will replace the walls demolished to create the patio space in the rear
of the building.
CERTIFICATE OF HISTORIC APPROPRIATENESS ANALYSIS:
Per Section 4-6-14 (C) of the Littleton City Code, the Historic Preservation Board shall issue a COA for any
proposed work on a historic landmark or any property in a historic district when these criteria are met:
CRITERION 1:
The proposed work would not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or
landscape feature which contributes to its original historic designation.
CRITERION 2:
Is otherwise in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines.
CRITERION 3:
The proposed work is visually compatible with designated historic structures located on the property in
terms of design, finish, materials, scale, mass and height.
CRITERION 4:
When the subject site is within a historic district, the board must find that the proposed work is visually
compatible with the development on adjacent properties.
CRITERION 5:
In the case of partial demolitions, the board must find that the:
a. Partial demolition is required for the renovation, restoration or rehabilitation of the structure, and
b. Impacts on the historic importance and architectural integrity of the structure/s located on the
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b. Impacts on the historic importance and architectural integrity of the structure/s located on the
property have been mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
Below is the staff analysis of the ability of the proposed COA to meet these criteria:
CRITERION 1:
The proposed work would not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or landscape
feature which contributes to its original historic designation.
The work proposed for the front façade retains the most important architectural elements of the two buildings,
i.e., the vertical spacing and rhythm of the original storefronts and auto dealership with wide bays, a large
percentage of the facades of both buildings devoted to transparent glass, and the strong horizontal elements,
emphasized on the Bussard Motor Company building by brick sills and lintels and on the Blue Ribbon Stables
building by the new beam. For the Bussard Motor Company building, the replacement of the approved front
door with a Nana doors and a brick sill reinforce the historic character and history of the building’s large
display windows, since it was built as for auto sales and service.
CRITERION 2:
Is otherwise in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines.
Because the Bussard Motor Company building (2680 West Main) is a contributing structure and the Blue
Ribbon Stables building (2670 West Main) is non-contributing, different design guidelines apply. The
Downtown Littleton Historic Preservation Design Guidelines are used for contributing properties (Bussard) and
the Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines for non-contributing properties (Blue Ribbon). In
both cases, the code calls for “conformance with” any applicable adopted design guidelines. For the city code,
conformance is defined using the first definition in the Oxford English Dictionary: Compliance with standards,
rules, or laws. For that reason, this analysis refers to the standards in the applicable sections of the design
guidelines.

BLUE RIBBON STABLES: Review of the changes to the Blue Ribbon Stables building (2670), which is a
non-contributing building, given the adopted design guidelines in the Littleton Downtown Design Standards
and Guidelines. The categories of standards that apply to the proposed project can be found in the section of
the guidelines that address solutions to treat individual building components:
5.1 General Subarea Character Statements: Existing and Desired
5.2 Urban Design/Site Plan
5.3 Architecture
5.3.1 Building Scale, Form, Massing and Character
5.3.2 Building Materials
5.3.5 Roof-Top Design / Mechanical Equipment Screening
A more detailed review of the conformance of this proposed project with any applicable design standards is
included at the end of this Staff Analysis section of the Staff Communication
BUSSARD MOTOR COMPANY: Review of the changes to the Bussard Motor Company building (2680),
which is a contributing building, given the adopted design guidelines in the Downtown Littleton Historic
Preservation Design Guidelines.
On page vii of the guidelines, the enforceability of the guidelines is
explained: “In this document the term ‘guideline’ is a criterion with which the City will require compliance,
when it is found applicable to the specific proposal. In this sense it is a standard, albeit one that is subject to
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when it is found applicable to the specific proposal. In this sense it is a standard, albeit one that is subject to
some interpretation when determining compliance. Where the term “shall” is used, compliance is specifically
required, when the statement is applicable to the proposed action. The term “should” is frequently used in the
guidelines. This indicates that compliance is expected, except in conditions in which the City finds that the
guideline is not applicable, or that an alternative means of meeting the intent of the guide- line is acceptable. In
this sense, “should” means “shall.” The phrase “may be considered” appears in some guide- lines text. This
indicates that the City has the discretion to determine if the action being discussed is appropriate. This decision
is made on a case-by-case basis, using the information specifically related to the project and its context.”
The categories of guidelines that apply to the proposed project can be found in the section of the guidelines that
address solutions to treat individual building components:
·
·
·
·
·

COMMERCIAL FACADES AND STOREFRONTS
TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR STOREFRONTS
TREATMENT OF HISTORIC WINDOWS
BUILDING MATERIALS
SOLUTIONS FOR NEW MATERIALS ON HISTORIC BUILDINGS

A more detailed review of the conformance of this proposed project with any applicable design guidelines is
included at the end of the Staff Analysis section of this Staff Communication.
CRITERION 3:
The proposed work is visually compatible with designated historic structures located on the property in terms
of design, finish, materials, scale, mass and height.
This criterion is not applicable to this project as there are no other historic structures on the property.

CRITERION 4:
When the subject site is within a historic district, the board must find that the proposed work is visually
compatible with the development on adjacent properties.
The quality of the renovation done on the Blue Ribbon Stables and the Bussard Motor Company buildings to
date has had a positive effect on the Main Street Historic District. The proposed work will also be in
conformance with the applicable design guidelines and visually compatible with the development on adjacent
properties.

CRITERION 5:
With partial demolitions, the board must find that the:
a. Partial demolition is required for the renovation, restoration or rehabilitation of the structure, and
b. Impacts on the historic importance and architectural integrity of the structure/s on the property have been
mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
The partial demolition that affects the front façade of the Bussard Motor Company building comprises
removing a garage door (where the 2014 COA anticipated the primary entry door) and replacing that garage
door with Nana doors and a brick sill. For the front façade of the Blue Ribbon Stables, the partial demolition
results in the removal of two single doors and a column and the replacement of those doors and column with a
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results in the removal of two single doors and a column and the replacement of those doors and column with a
double door and two sidelights. The larger rhythm of both buildings is maintained by the partial demolitions.
Detailed Analyses of the Applicable Design Standards and Guidelines
BLUE RIBBON STABLES
Applicable Design Standards from the Littleton Downtown Design Standards and Guidelines:
SUBAREA 5 - MAIN STREET
5.2

URBAN DESIGN/SITE PLAN
Building and use orientation

5.2.1.s3

5.2.2.s6

Facades that face Main Street shall be the primary façade.
Including such components as:
•
High quality materials;
•
Large windows and entries;
•
Highest level of design and details.
Recessed entries shall be allowed if they are relatively shallow in depth, but shall not be allowed
if deep enough to form an arcade or large entry vestibule

The proposed changes to the front façade of the Blue Ribbon Stables will include high quality materials; a new, large
entry; and a high level of design and details. While recessed entries are allowed by the standards, staff and the applicant
agreed that a non-recessed entry was more in keeping with the historic character of the building.
The proposed changes to the rear façade will include high quality materials; two new large metal and glass garage-type
doors in what was earlier approved as a blank wall; and a metal roll-up door that will open the building to the rear patio.
The rear wall will continue to have horizontal metal siding, as approved in the 2014 COA.

5.3

ARCHITECTURE

5.3.1

BUILDING SCALE, FORM, MASSING AND CHARACTER

5.3.1.s1 Buildings shall be designed to provide human scale, interest and variety while maintaining an overall sense of
relationship with adjoining or nearby buildings.
Examples of techniques that meet this objective are:
•
Variation in the building form such as recessed or projecting bays;
•
Expression of architectural or structural modules and detail;
Diversity of window size, shape or patterns that relate to interior functions;
•
•
Emphasis of building entries through projecting or recessed forms, detail, color or
materials;
•
Variations of material, material modules, expressed joints and details, surface relief,
color and texture to scale;
•
Tighter, more frequent rhythm of column/bay spacing, subdividing the building facade
into smaller, more human scaled elements.
The proposed changes to the front façade will continue the overall design concepts approved in the 2012 and 2014
COA’s. Specifically, the changes will continue to express the architectural and structural modules and detail, and to
visually divide the building façade into smaller, more human scaled elements.
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The change to the rear façade will provide a diversity of window size, shape, and pattern that relates to interior functions.

5.3.2

BUILDING MATERIALS

5.3.2.s2

Highly transparent glass shall be provided in the new doors and sidelights.
The proposed changes to both the front and rear facades will retain the highly transparent glass approved
in the 2014 COA.

5.3.5

ROOF-TOP DESIGN / MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCREENING

5.3.5.s1 All roof mounted mechanical and electrical equipment, communication antennae or dishes shall be
enclosed, screened, or set back from view from a public street.
5.3.5.s2 Unscreened rooftop equipment shall be set back from a front façade so that it is not visible to pedestrian
view from the center of the sidewalk directly across the street from the screened equipment.
5.3.5.s3 Mechanical equipment screening material shall be opaque, and be compatible in color, and texture with
the building.
5.3.5.s4 Mechanical equipment screening shall be at least 6 inches higher than all portions of the equipment to be
screened except an occasional flue or vent.
The proposed COA includes roof-mounted mechanical and electrical equipment. The equipment meets the standard it be
set back sufficiently so it would not be visible from either the view from a public street nor by a pedestrian on the center
of sidewalk directly across the street from the equipment. Although the proposed change meets this standard, staff
recommends that the equipment be painted to minimize its visibility from farther away or from any future building that
may be taller than the roof of either building.

BUSSARD MOTOR COMPANY
Applicable design standards from the Downtown Littleton Historic Preservation Design Guidelines,
Solutions for the Treatment of Individual Building Components:

·

COMMERCIAL FACADES AND STOREFRONTS

3.1

Preserve the character-defining elements of a traditional storefront.
See the styles section in Chapter I to identify key features.

3.2

Repair an altered storefront to its original design.
•
Use historic photographs to determine the original character.
•
If evidence of the original design is missing, a simplified interpretation of similar storefronts may
be used.

3.3

A contemporary interpretation of a traditional storefront may be considered.
•
Where the original storefront is missing and no evidence of its character exists, a new design that
uses the traditional elements may be appropriate.
•
The new design should convey the basic character of typical storefronts in the area.
•
The storefront system should be in proportion to the building, with storefront components
appropriately proportioned to one another.

The proposed changes to the front façade will continue the overall design concepts approved in the 2012 and 2014
COA’s, specifically reflecting the original design and use of the two buildings by including large windows, clear glass,
strong vertical and horizontal elements, and constructing a new brick window sill.
·

TREATMENT OF HISTORIC WINDOWS
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The character-defining features of a historic window, its distinct materials and its placement should be preserved.
Preserve the functional and decorative features of a historic window.
3.14

•

Repair frames and sashes rather than replacing them, whenever possible.

3.15

Preserve the position, number and arrangement of historic windows in a building wall.
•
On primary facades, enclosing a historic window opening is inappropriate, as is adding
a new window opening.
•
Greater flexibility in installing new windows may be considered on secondary and rear
walls.

3.16

Preserve the historic ratio of window openings to solid wall on a primary facade.
•
Significantly increasing the amount of glass on a character-defining facade will
negatively affect the integrity of the structure.

3.17

Preserve the size and proportion of a historic window opening on a primary facade.
•
Reducing an original opening to accommodate a smaller window or increasing it to
receive a larger window is inappropriate.

The COA meets these guidelines to the extent possible. Although there are not any historic windows to
preserve on the front facade, the proposed changes meet the guidelines by preserving the general position,
overall size, and arrangement of historic windows and by preserving the general historic ratio of window
openings to solid wall.
On the rear façade, again there are no historic windows to preserve. The COA seeks changes to what was
approved by the 2014 COA for the rear façade of only 2670 West Main Street, the Blue Ribbon Stables
building. The rear façade of 2680 West Main Street, the Bussard Motor Company building, will remain as it
was approved by the 2014 COA.
For the rear façade of 2670 West Main Street, for which changes are being proposed, the wall approved by the
2014 COA would have no windows and only one metal pedestrian door in an otherwise solid wall. The COA
proposes adding two glass and metal garage-type roll-up doors, one metal roll-up service window, and one
glass and metal pedestrian door. It would also move the approved metal service door to the west so that it can
service the patio bar.
·
BUILDING MATERIALS
Historic building materials found in Downtown Littleton include wood, stone, brick, stucco, plaster and
concrete. Primary historic building materials should be preserved in place whenever feasible. When the
material is damaged, then limited replacement matching the original, should be considered. Primary historic
building materials should never be covered or subjected to harsh cleaning treatments.
3.32

Preserve original building materials.
•
Avoid removing original materials that are in good condition or that can be repaired in
place.
•
Preserving original building materials reduces the environmental impacts from
producing new replacement materials.
3.33 Repair deteriorated primary building materials by patching, piecing-in, consolidating or otherwise reinforcing the material.
•
Isolated areas of damage may be stabilized or fixed, using consolidants. Epoxies and
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•

Isolated areas of damage may be stabilized or fixed, using consolidants. Epoxies and
resins may also be considered for wood repair and special masonry repair components.
3.34 Match the original material in composition, scale and finish when replacing materials on
primary surfaces.
•
Remove only those materials which are deteriorated, and must be replaced.
•
Replace only the amount required.
3.35
Consider removing later covering materials that have not achieved historic significance.
•
Once the non-historic siding is removed, repair the original, underlying material.
•
If a structure has a stucco finish, removing the covering may be difficult, and may not be
desirable.
3.36
Covering original building materials with new materials is inappropriate.
•
Vinyl siding, aluminum siding and new stucco are generally inappropriate on historic
buildings. Other imitation materials that are designed to look like wood or masonry
siding, fabricated from other materials, are also inappropriate.
•
If a property already has a non-historic building material covering the original, it is not
appropriate to add another layer of new material, which would further obscure the
original.
The changes proposed in the COA meet these guidelines by preserving the original building materials to the
extent possible. Specifically, changes approved with the 2012 COA included removing the paint that covered
the bricks on the front façade. The COA retains the original bricks and proposes constructing a brick sill for
the new, easternmost, set of Nana windows. To the extent possible, the brick used to construct that sill will
match the original bricks in composition, scale and finish. (See the materials page in the attached drawings)
·
SOLUTIONS FOR NEW MATERIALS ON HISTORIC BUILDINGS
In some rare cases, a substantial portion of the material on an existing wall may need to be replaced, because
the original is beyond repair. If this is on a primary elevation that is key to the significance of the structure, the
replacement should match the original in character, including size, texture and finish. Ideally, it will be of the
same material as the original, but in some cases an alternate material with similar qualities may be appropriate.
3.42

3.43

Building materials on a primary facade should not be replaced with synthetic materials.
•
Avoid synthetic materials that appear different from that of the original as replacements
for primary building materials. Examples are metal, vinyl siding or panelized brick or
stone.
•
Modular materials should not be used as replacement materials. Synthetic stucco and
panelized brick, for example, are inappropriate.
An alternative material that matches the original may be considered.
•
In some instances, substitute materials may be used for replacing architectural details. If
a new material is used, its style, finish and detail should match the historic model.
•
Green building materials, such as those made with renewable and local resources, may
be considered for replacement materials where they will not adversely impact the
integrity of a building or its key features.

The new materials used on the front and rear facades meet these guidelines. The primary new material
would be metal, which would frame the new windows and doors.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff finds that the proposed COA meets the five criteria outlined in Section 4-6-14 (C) of the Littleton City
Code and recommends APPROVAL of HPB Resolution 06-2016, approving a COA for 2680 and 2680 West
Main Street, with one condition included in the proposed motion.

PROPOSED MOTION:
I move to approve HPB Resolution 06-2016, approving the Certificate of Historic Appropriateness for the Blue
Ribbon Stables and View House buildings at 2670 and 2680 West Main Street, with the following condition:
(1) That the rooftop equipment be painted to minimize its visibility.
The foregoing approval is based on findings that the proposed work:
(1) does not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or landscape feature which
contributes to its original historic designation;
(2) is in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines;
(3) is visually compatible with designated historic structures located on the property in terms of design, finish,
materials, scale, mass and height; and
(4) is visually compatible with the development on adjacent properties.
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Littleton Center
2255 West Berry Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120

Staff Communication
File #: HPB Resolution 07-2016, Version: 1
Agenda Date: December 19, 2016
Subject:
Resolution to Approve a COA for the Batschelet Building
Presented By: Dennis Swain, Senior Planner

APPLICATION SUMMARY:
Project Name:
Resolution Approving a COA for the Batschelet Building
Historic Name:
Batschelet Building
Application Type:
Board-Level COA
Location:
2565 - 2579 West Main Street
Applicable Design Guidelines: Historic Preservation Design Guidelines
Applicant:
Rees F. Davis, Jr.,
Owner:
Mainstreet Partners 1, LLC, by Rees F. Davis
Project Description:
Replace five windows facing Main Street on the second floor of the building.
Staff Recommendation:
Approval, with conditions as identified in the below analysis
PROCESS:
Per Section 4-6-14(A)l(a), A COA shall be obtained from the Historical Preservation Board (HPB), in conformance
with any applicable adopted design guidelines, and in addition to any other permit or other approval required by this
code for any designated historic landmark structure or any property in a designated historic district for: Demolition,
new construction, addition or modification , including ...windows of or to the front or side facade of any principal
structure.
The Batschelet Building is both a designated historic landmark structure and in the Main Street Historic District. The
windows for which replacement is being proposed are on the front facade of the building. Because it is a contributing
building in the district, the applicable adopted design guidelines are the Downtown Littleton Historic Preservation
Design Guidelines.

Staff and HPB (“board”) review are the only two steps in the review process. If the board approves the COA
application and the applicant meets all other city requirement, then the applicant can be issued a building permit
for the project. If the board attaches condition(s) to the approval, a building permit will not be issued unless the
condition(s) has been met. If the board denies the COA application a building perm it will not be issued for the
project.

LOCATION:
The Batschelet Building is located on the north side of Main Street, between Nevada and Curtice Streets, as
shown on the vicinity map, below.
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Location Map for the Batschelet Building

BACKGROUND:
Built in 1908, the Batschelet Building, is representative of early twentieth century commercial construction in
Littleton. It is both an individual landmark and a contributing property in the Main Street Historic District. The
five windows on the second floor of the building (see the photos below) are large; wood; heavy; single-hung, i.e.
the bottom window goes up but the top window does not come down; and single-pane. The windows are not
original to the building but were part of the first historic restoration of the building, which replaced the smaller
windows that had been installed during an earlier remodeling, with windows that matched the windows that
appear in a 1917 photograph. The applicant is a long-term owner of this building and reports 1) their southern
exposure to sun and the weather combined with their age makes the windows extremely difficult to maintain;
currently, at least two of them will not open safely and several have deteriorated to the point that they are
coming apart. 2) The ideal new window would be easier to operate and maintain, and be more durable given the
exposure to the sun and precipitation.
The Batschelet Building was designated as a Littleton Landmark in 1994. In the landmark application, it is
noted that: "...its 14 foot ceiling height on the second floor and wide staircase attest to its early use as an opera
house and meeting hall." It goes on to say: "The building is one of the finest remaining tum-of-the century
structures in Downtown Littleton. Its second floor brick facade, overhanging eaves with decorative brackets and
lintels on the frieze are intact and in good condition. The restoration of the first floor storefront will complement
the Coors Building, one block to the east, and the group of six buildings across the street."
Following its landmark designation, the owners proceeded to reconstruct and restore the first floor exterior
storefront based on a 1917 photo. The frame and cedar shake awning and store fronts were removed and
replaced with a glass, wood and metal storefront facade similar to the original. At that time, the five upper floor
windows were replaced with full size wooden sash windows to match the original.
Following this first restoration project, COA's were approved for three more projects:
•

2005: Addition of two new windows to the west elevation, second floor. Windows were to substantially
match the size, configuration, design and materials of existing second floor windows on the front fa9ade
of the building."
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•

2005: Added a steel staircase at the rear of the building from an existing second floor doorway to the
parking lot.

•

2012: Rehabilitation of the street level storefronts and creation of an outdoor patio for the restaurant
(now Smoking Fins).

CERTIFICATE OF HISTORIC APPROPRIATENESS ANALYSIS:
Per Section 4-6-14 (C) of the Littleton City Code, the Historic Preservation Board shall issue a COA for any
proposed work on a historic landmark or any property in a historic district when the following criteria are met:

CRITERION 1.
The proposed work would not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or
landscape feature which contributes to its original historic designation.
The proposed project would replace the existing, non-historic, windows with new windows. Although the
existing windows are not historic, efforts were made at the time of the original restoration to match the
size, single-hung design, and mullion and framing dimensions of the original windows, as they appeared
in a historic photo. Optimally, per the design guidelines, if replacement windows are approved, they
would be wood on the exterior and interior, as were the original windows. At a minimum, replacement
windows would be wood clad, with either an aluminum or vinyl cladding on their exterior and a wood
interior. In all cases, the size, single-hung design, and mullion and framing dimensions should match
those of the existing windows.
CRITERION 2. Is otherwise in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines.
The applicable design guidelines are the Downtown Littleton Historic Preservation Design Guidelines
(“Design Guidelines”), which describe design guidelines as conveying "general policies about the rehabilitation of existing structures, additions and site work. They do not dictate solutions; instead, they
define a range of appropriate responses to a variety of specific design issues. They provide a direction for
treatment of historic buildings, alterations to other existing structures and the design of additions and new
building."
The relevant section, Windows, is on pages 40-2 of the Design Guidelines:
Treatment of Historic Windows
The character-defining features of a historic window, its distinct materials and its placement should be
preserved.
The guidelines in this section are:
3.14
•
•

Preserve the functional and decorative features of a historic window.
Repair frames and sashes rather than replacing them, whenever possible.
See the diagrams on page 41 of the design guidelines.

3.15
•

Preserve the position, number and arrangement of historic windows in a building wall.
On primary facades, enclosing a historic window opening is inappropriate, as is adding a new window
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•
•

3.16
•

3.17
•

On primary facades, enclosing a historic window opening is inappropriate, as is adding a new window
opening.
Greater flexibility in installing new windows may be considered on secondary and rear walls. (See page
34 of the design guidelines for more information on flexibility.)
Preserve the historic ratio of window openings to solid wall on a primary facade.
Significantly increasing the amount of glass on a character-defining facade will negatively affect the
integrity of the structure.
Preserve the size and proportion of a historic window opening on a primary facade.
Reducing an original opening to accommodate a smaller window or increasing it to receive a larger
window is inappropriate.

Although the proposal is to replace the existing, non-historic, frames and sashes, the proposed changes to the
windows on the second floor of the Batschelet Building are substantially consistent with the guidelines in this
section.
Although the existing windows are not historic, the existing windows preserve the historic position,
•
number and arrangement of the historic windows as they appeared in a historic photo.
Similarly, the proposal would preserve the historic position, number and arrangement of the windows.
•
Historic window openings would not be closed, new openings would not be added, nor would
•
openings be reduced or enlarged to accommodate a different dimensioned window.
The historic ratio of window openings to solid wall on a primary facade would be preserved. The
•
amount of glass on the front facade would not be increased.
Energy Conservation in Windows
Historic windows can be repaired more easily than often thought. They were built with well-seasoned wood and
other durable materials. Repair and adding weather stripping usually will be more energy efficient and much less
expensive. Substantial amounts of information are available that document the energy saving benefits of retaining
and repairing a historic window, rather than replacing it.
The guidelines in this section are:

3.18 Enhance the energy efficiency of an existing historic window, rather than replace it. Use these measures:
•
Add weather stripping around the window frame.
•
Install a storm window.
•
Install an insulated window shade.
•
Also see the sustainability guidelines on page 59 of the design guidelines.
The proposal is to replace the existing, non-historic, frames and sashes with new energy-efficient windows,
rather than enhancing the energy efficiency of the existing, non-historic windows. The new windows would be
double-paned, rather than the existing single paned, and would include new weather stripping.
Options for Replacing a Window
A replacement should match the original as closely as possible. When considering replacing or altering a
window, evaluate its condition, significance and location. In some cases such work on a secondary wall may be
more acceptable. See page 34 for more information on flexibility in facade treatments.
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The guidelines in this section include:
3.19
•
•
3.20
•

•
•

Match a replacement window to the original in its design.
If the original is double-hung, then the replacement window also should be double-hung, or appear to
be so. Also match the number and position of glass panes.
Matching the original design is particularly important on key character-defining facades.
Use materials in a replacement window that appear similar to the original.
Using the same material as the original is preferred, especially on character-defining facades.
However, a substitute material may be considered if the appearance will match the original in
dimension, profile and finish.
An alternative material should have demonstrated durability in the local climate.
The glass should be clear. Metallic and reflective finishes are inappropriate. In some instances colored
or tinted glass may be appropriate in commercial storefront transoms or residential windows.

3.21
•

Match, as closely as possible, the profile of the sash and its components to that of the original window.
A historic window has a distinct profile, which should be reflected in a replacement. (See diagram on
page 41).

3.22
•

Convey as closely as possible the character of historic sash divisions in a new window.
Muntins that divide a window into smaller panes of glass should be genuine on key facades and other
highly visible places.
Snap-in muntins located on the outside of a window may be used in secondary locations, but should
have a similar depth and shadow line.
Strips of material located between panes of glass to simulate muntins are inappropriate.

•
•

As proposed, the new windows would match the original in its design.
•
Although the new windows would use a substitute material, they would match the appearance of the
original in dimension, profile and finish.
The substitute material is proposed because it has demonstrated a superior durability in the local
•
climate.
•
The glass would be clear, although a slightly colored or tinted glass may be considered by the board.
CRITERION 3. The proposed work is visually compatible with designated historic structures located on
the property in terms of design, finish, materials, scale, mass and height.
This criterion is not applicable to the proposed work as there are no other designated historic structures on this
property.
CRITERION 4. When the subject site is within a historic district, the board must find that the proposed
work is visually compatible with the development on adjacent properties.
The proposed replacement of five windows on the second floor facade of the building would be visually
compatible with the development on adjacent properties. Specifically, the second floor windows on the Lilley
Building, immediately to the east of the Batschelet Building, were approved as wood clad windows. Further,
the five replacement windows would be compatible those in adjacent properties in terms of design, finish,
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scale, mass, and height.
CRITERION 5.
In the case of partial demolitions, the board must find that the:
a.
Partial demolition is required for the renovation, restoration or rehabilitation of the structure and
b. Impacts on the historic importance and architectural integrity of the structure/s located on the
property have been mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
This condition is not applicable because there is no demolition included with the proposal.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff finds that, in compliance with Section 4-6-14(C) of the Littleton City Code, the proposed Certificate of
Historic Appropriateness for the Batschelet Building at 2565 - 2579 West Main Street meets the criteria for
approval, with three conditions included in the proposed motion. Staff, therefore, recommends approval of HPB
Resolution 07-2016, with the stated conditions, approving the Certificate of Historic Appropriateness for the
Batschelet Building at 2565 - 2579 West Main Street.
PROPOSED MOTION:
I move to approve HPB Resolution 07-2016, approving the Certificate of Historic Appropriateness for the
Batschelet Building at 2565 - 2579 West Main Street, with the following conditions:
(1) Per Guideline 3.20, each of the five second floor windows on front façade of the Batschelet Building, at a
minimum, shall be wood clad, with either aluminum or vinyl cladding on its exterior and a wood interior.
Ideally, per Guideline 3.20, the windows would be wood on the exterior and interior.
(2) Each of the new windows shall match the appearance of the original in size, dimension, single-hung design,
framing dimensions, profile, and finish.
(3) The glass shall be clear.
The foregoing approval is based on findings that the proposed work:
(1) does not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or landscape feature which
contributes to its original historic designation;
(2) is in conformance with any applicable adopted design guidelines;
(3) is visually compatible with designated historic structures located on the property in terms of design, finish,
materials, scale, mass and height; and
(4) is visually compatible with the development on adjacent properties.
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Resolution Approving a COA for the Batschelet Building
2565 – 2579 W Main Street

Batschelet Building, circa 1908, 2569 – 2571 West Main Street

Existing second floor windows at the Batschelet Building.

